Chapter Twelve

THE SPIRITAN APOSTOLATE
1842-1962.

1.

IN AFRICA,

A RETROSPECT

Introduction

A more

striking

title

for the present chapter would have been Two

Centuries of Apostolate in Africa: 1778-1978 for, as we have seen the first
Spiritans landed in Africa in 1778 and in the following year the Holy See
,

entrusted the Prefecture of Senegal to their care. However, premature
conflicts with the local French governors made
understaffed prefecture ineffective in founding a truly
local Church in Africa, although occasional efforts in this direction were
not lacking. For this reason it would be inappropriate to begin this chapter
with the ancient history of the Senegal mission in 1778. Moreover, 1962 is
a more suitable date for ending the chapter than would be 1978, for
Vatican Council Two, which began in this year, clearly marked the end of
an era in the Church's approach to evangelization.
The choice of the year 1842 as the starting point is rather obvious. It was

deaths, disease

and endless

this chronically

immense Vicariate of the Two
Guineas, extending along most of the continent's western coastline. As we
have seen, Libermann's priests went to work there at once and began their
sustained and purposeful attempt to plant the Gospel among the continent's black peoples. From then on, for a very long time the Congregation
continued to maintain in continental and insular Africa more personnel
than any other society. It was only toward the very end of this period, in
the year in which the Holy See created the

the late 1950s, that any other group surpassed the Congregation's com-

mitment

in personnel to Africa.**
This chapter does not intend to present detailed histories of the

tan missions

among

the

many

nations that

now

Spiri-

exist in the territories

where the Congregation worked during those 120
offer a general overview of the Spiritan apostolate

years. The aim is to
on the African conti-

nent, accompanied by a few pertinent critical remarks.
'*The Congregation's

Propaganda Fide

of December 31, 1967 showed 2,189 members working in
By then 40 Spiritans had been expelled from Guinea.
1941 do not include Portugal's "overseas provinces."

statistics

continental and insular Africa.
statistics after
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remain open to experience and to modify their approach
which Libermann had so strongly impressed on
his followers, gave the Spiritans' apostolate in Africa a "very pronounced
tendency to development": "firm directives" usually arose only "after
many years of experience," often accompanied by "great and heroic
personal and material sacrifices, diligent study and bitter disappointto

as the situation changes,

ment."'

For Libermann, as we have seen, the founding of

local

Churches

in

Africa comprised not merely preaching but also the teaching of theoretical

knowledge and

practical skills, as well as the realization that

work

should be freely accepted as an essential requirement for the full development of man's potential. These three elements constituted for him
the foundation of an environment in which truly local Churches, respectful of the peoples' own culture, could flourish. The "head" (science), the

"hand" (arts and crafts) and the "heart" (religious and social virtues) had
to be developed in an harmonious fashion. In concrete terms, Libermann's principles meant that economic, educational, charitable and social
activities should play a considerable role in the African apostolate and that
the meaning of being-a-Christian should be shown not just in prayer, but
"in action," in the everyday life of work and loving concern for fellow

human
2.

beings.

Economic Activity
Experts in mission history do not hesitate to say that the magnitude and

steady development of the economic side of their apostolate was one of
"the most striking characteristics" of the Spiritan missionary work.

1878 edition of the Society's constitutions repeated Libermann's
[The missionaries]

.

.

.

must take great care

to

do

their share in

The

stress.

promoting a

well-planned civilization and the temporal interests of the peoples ... by

them with an esteem and love for work and by teaching them
planned agriculture and the most useful arts and crafts.^
inspiring

.

.

.

Field observation tended to justify this emphasis on work. To quote just
one of the innumerable testimonies, the 1912 report of the Moyamba
mission in Sierra Leone had this to say:

For

us, material

work is a very effective way

moral training for the

to provide

children entrusted to us, to educate them, to form them in a Christian and
Catholic

way of life,

'Engel, 286.
^Engel, 116 ff.; J.

to inspire

them,

if

not with a sincere and unselfish love

Beckmann, Die KatholLsche Kirche hii neiwn Ajrika Einsiedeln, 1947, 88

Constitutions, 1878, 96, X. In later editions

of the Constitutions
omitted and incorporated in the Directoire General des Missions.

.

much

IT.;

material has been
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of work

.

.

,

.

at least

with the reahzation thai

oneself to gain an honest

it is

necessary to

work and exert

living."''

At the same time, work provided some of the economic resources
needed to maintain the missions. This point was graphically illustrated in
a 1909 report from the Lambarene mission in Gabon:
Everyone here works as hard as possible, but we have to gain our daily bread
for our problem is how to feed, dress, maintain and care, all through
the 365 days of the year, for 14 Europeans and 200 children and apprentices; how to feed, house, support and modestly pay our 32 catechists on the
allocation of 6,700 francs which we annually receive [from mission aid
.

.

.

,

societies].'*

On occasion also, there were additional reasons stemming from a desire to
induce nomadic tribes to settle down, to alleviate economic distress, and to
prevent neo-Christians from losing their faith by going to work for

Mohammedan
Plantations

The

masters.^

and Agriculture

development of the agricultural resources of the land
of Ora et Labora,
Pray and Work.^* As Dr Engel expressed it:

most

Spiritan

visibly illustrated the age-old Christian principle

Nearly everywhere we find the same picture: a mission begins on a small
scale, its means are modest, but the missionaries' delight in work and their
confidence in God are great. In an astonishing way the station grows up:
gardens with new vegetables and fruit trees never seen before by a tropical
alluring plantations of cotton, coffee and coconuts lie as a flowering
sky
.

.

.

,

has now grown up into a small village
with a church, schools, workshops, a hospital and similar institutions.^

crown around the mission which

.

.

.

Restricting ourselves to a few examples, we may name the agricultural
settlement of Ngasobil, which in two years saw five villages arise on its
lands; the tree nurseries and vegetable gardens of Thies, Libreville's

famous coconut and vanilla groves, Mayumba's banana plantations,
Landana's cornfields and superb flower gardens, Catoco's golden wheat
culture, Huila's flourishing vineyards, Morogoro's and Nairobi's famous
2*Around 1890 there was a lively controversy in Germany about the difference between
and the Spiritan missions in East Africa: the former were accused of em-

the Protestant

phasizing prayer to the detriment of work, the latter of the opposite. With the exception of
the inevitable Father Acker, vitually all participants were non-Catholics.''
^B.G., 26, 822; cf. A.P.F., 38, 33 f.; Versteijnen, op.ai., 19 (Father
^B.G., 25,416.
^B.G., 2, 490; 3, 130; 17, 701; 21, 510; 26, 84.
"Rath, Von Marienthal nach Knechtsteden II, 28-31.
,

^Engel, 127.

Horner on work).

I
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coffee plantations which gave East Africa a major export crop, Mandera's

cotton fields and rubber forests, Serabu's cola plants and date palms, and
Bahi's cattle farms.
In most cases, this economic activity gave rise to sizeable agricultural

wheat culture of Catoco gave work to a
hundred people. Like the medieval monks who civilized Europe, the
Brothers and Fathers drained swamps, cleared forests, built roads, constructed bridges and dug irrigation canals. In many instances, they sucenterprises. For instance, the

cessfully introduced hitherto

unknown

species of plants. For example, in

Sudan at Kayes, Spiritan Brothers grew "most of the European
vegetables" and at Kita their orchards abounded in such "unknown fruits"
as oranges, mangoes, lemons, cinnamon and several others.^
Special mention must be made here of Father Theophilus Klaine who,
during the forty-seven years he spent in Gabon, devoted all his spare time
to botanical and agricultural studies. "Without any exaggeration or fear
of contradiction, it used to be said that between Libreville and the Niger
no one ate a cultivated mango, a choice banana, a juicy pineapple or
sapodilla plum which was not the fruit of his unremitting labor." He also
interested Europe in aukoume, a resinous wood that makes an excellent
veneer. It subsequently became a major export item from forest-covered
the arid

equatorial Africa. ^*'

The

on which these pioneers conducted their agricultural
means drew the admiration of the early African travellers. The mission of Bagamoyo in East Africa was made worldfamous by the praises bestowed on its plantations by Stanley, Baker,
Serpa, Pinto, Emin Pascha, Baumann and Sir Bartle Frere. The Sultan of
Zanzibar himself told Father Horner: "You are the man who has made
Bagamoyo.^* Formerly it was a poor unkempt village. Today it is an
important city — thanks to the impulse you have given to the development
vast scale

enterprises with primitive

of agriculture."^^

Even among the Spiritan pioneers themselves, it is true, a few voices
were raised in protest against this emphasis on the economy of work.
Bessieux, for instance, claimed in 1846 that this sort of work might be
suitable for Trappist monks but not for missionaries, and that the moralizing influence Libermann attributed to work did not find confirmation in
experience. Ten years later, however, his own further experience had
converted him so thoroughly that Libreville — his residence — became an
outstanding example of the developmental approach. Meanwhile he had
^*Bagamoyo

later lost

its

importance

to

Dar

es Salaam.

«B.G., 4, 615; 19, 267; 25, 315; 13, 781 f.; 15, 574; 1 1, 481; 24. 445; 17, 622; 16, 749; 20. 657;
25, 336; 31, 357; 48, 396 f. (cotton culture in Senegal).

902 f.; 18, 357, 371.
Le Gallo, "Le Pere Theophile K\a\ne

*'B.G., 11, 717; 30,

'"C.

327.

"B.C.,

11.

717;

F.

Versteijnen,

o/7.n7.,

22.

"

Le Naturaliste Canadien

,

vol. 77, 1950,

pp. 330,
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been raised to the rank of bishop. Despite his episcopal dignity, he did not
hesitate to go out with pick-axe and shovel to work side by side with the
mission boys in clearing the land and preparing it for cultivation. It was an
effective reply to the complaint registered by some parents that he was a
"slave-driver"

who made

their children

work but refused

to

touch a tool

himself.

Materially also the approach was a blessing for the Africans themselves.

For example,

in

Tanzania and Kenya many growers

still

produce the

"mission coffee" strain introduced there a century ago by Holy Ghost

Fathers and Brothers.^
Technical Schools

and Workshops

Trade-schools and workshops to teach the various arts and crafts by
which people can raise themselves to a higher standard of well-being also
featured prominently in the African apostolate. It is in these schools and
shops, as well as in agriculture, that most Spiritan Brothers made their
best contribution to the Congregation's

work

in Africa.

equipped technical school began to
function in Senegal. It comprised departments for woodworking, tailoring, shoemaking and printing. Following this example, many Spiritan
missions undertook similar works. Among the most important of these
early technical schools were Ngazobil (Senegal), Boke (Sierra Leone),

As

early as 1852, a rather well

Onitsha (Nigeria), Libreville (Gabon), Huila (Angola), Simonisdale
(Kenya), Bagamoyo and Zanzibar (Tanzania). ^^
Some of these became quite famous, as for example, the establishment
at Onitsha which, under the expert direction of Brother Armand Nickler,
was flooded with orders from the government; the mechanical shops at
Zanzibar, where Brother-Director became the technical advisor of His
Royal Highness the Sultan; the shops of Ngazobil, which functioned as a
kind of Public Works Department for all Senegal under the guidance of
Brother Fulgentius Defrance — a former railroad engineer of the ParisDieppe line, who spent more than seventy years in Africa; the center at
Huila which, as early as 1892, had sections for woodworking, tailoring,
brickmaking, tanning, shoemaking, brewing, printing, a water mill, and

soon added weaving to its list.^^
The purpose of all these technical schools and workshops was clearly
expressed in 1857 in a report on the new school in Gambia: "This work is
economically a blessing for the land, a good source of income for the

'^Engel 128 ff.; Koc\ue%,LePwnmerdu Gabon 223 ff.; M.C., 23, 560; A. P.P., 49, 209 f.; J.A.
Kieran, "The Congregation and the Coffee Industry in East Africa," Cor Unum, ]u\y, 1966,
,

20

ff.

i^Engel, 122

ff.;

B.C.. 12, 418; 26, 820; 24, 146; 16, 367; 14, 580; 27, 395

'^B.G., 24, 146; M.C., 12, 314; B.C., 16, 651

ff.

f.;

3,

462.
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support of the mission, and a powerful factor in the religious regeneration of the people."*^
In general, the results achieved by these schools lived up to expectations. For instance, in 1907 Nigeria reported not only that its workshops
were famous, but also that they produced the best Christians. This does

mean that everything went perfectly and without failures. At times too
many of the boys loved freedom and idleness; occasionally there were
not

reports of strikes

and

revolt against the discipline involved in learning a

which not even the threat of expulsion could counteract. It would
have been surprising if such things had not happened. After all, they
occur also in Europe and America. As time went on, African craftsmen
began to teach in these schools and various governments also provided
opportunities for technical training. But as late as the mid 1950s more
than 200 trade-schools still functioned under the Church's auspices in the
trade,

Spiritan missions of Africa. ^^

3.

Educational and Scientific Endeavors

The importance Libermann attached to schools found an echo in the
1878 edition of the Congregation's constitutions, which went on to urge
the missionaries "to pay special attention to the children of chiefs and
other leading personalities of the land so that later on their influence
might be put to use for the benefit of the people." These directives did not
fall on deaf ears, for a recurrent theme in the reports from the missions
which we give top priority. ^^
Apart from the technical schools considered above and the seminaries,
which will be studied later, the educational endeavors could be classified
as bush schools, standard grade schools, secondary schools, teachers'
training schools and colleges.

was: the schools are a

work

to

Bush Schools and Standard Grade Schools
Generally speaking, the bush schools were limited to teaching the

first

elements of religion, reading, writing and arithmetic, and all these subjects were taught in the local language. Nearly every mission residence
had a large number of such one-room schools scattered throughout its
outlying areas. They were visited regularly by the Fathers or by trusted
African teachers. All instruction was given by catechists or lay teachers
who generously sacrificed, at least for a few years, the attraction of better
'•^B.G.,

1,

138.

f.; 30, 654; C.A., 1955-56.
1878, 96, VI; Engei, 88 ff.; Beckmann, o/>.n7., 164. For attention to the
children of indigenous leaders, see B.G., 1 1. 470 ("school for nobles"); 13, 906; 21, 513.

'«B.G., 24, 146
^''Constitutions,
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jobs elsewhere in order to help establish a Christian society among their
own people. Their salary was meager — barely sufficient to cover their
basic needs.

Although such schools were quite primitive, they were very
masses to an elementary level of knowledge

efficient tools in raising the

and of Christianity.

The

standard grade schools functioned in more heavily populated
program followed the requirements laid down by
the civil authorities and normally they included the study of a European
language. In many places, notably in the British, Belgian and Portuguese
colonies, these mission schools were supported in whole or in part by the
government. The total number of both bush and grade schools in the
Spiritan missions increased as time went on, especially after World War I:
by 1960 it amounted to about 7,000, staffed by 30,000 teachers and
centers. Usually, their

enrolling one million students. ^^

Secondary Schools and Colleges

As economic development progressed, creating a need for Africans
capable of staffing governmental, industrial and commercial offices, secondary schools and colleges began to multiply quickly. In the mid 1950s
there were more than 350 of them in the Spiritan missions of continental
and insular Africa. Moreover, large numbers of teacher training schools
had to be founded so that there might be competent personnel capable of
handling the surging flood of African youngsters in quest of knowlThe school system of the two dioceses of Onitsha and Owerri in
Nigeria alone absorbed more than 8,000 teachers. It is not surprising,
therefore, to learn that the Spiritan missions counted more than one
hundred of these pedagogical institutes in Africa.^*^
After World War II, serious consideration was given to the idea of
founding Catholic universities in Nigeria and East Africa. The first step in
this direction was taken in Tanzania in 1950 when the Irish Holy Ghost
Fathers, collaborating with qualified Africans, staffed a new top-level
college at Pugu. In Nigeria, where the Congregation was already charged
with a dozen colleges, they asked American Jesuits to assume this burden.
In the rapidly changing situation of the 1960s, however, these attempts
had to be abandoned.^'
Generally speaking. Catholic education developed better in British
than in French territories. The reason is not hard to determine. Although

edge.^*

^*Among

must be made of Father
Nigeria and Father Michael Witte in East Africa."*

the Spiritan pioneers of education in Africa mention

Leo Lejuene and Bishop Shanahan

in

'"C.A., 1959-61.

"*A.

1974

de Jong, Michael

Witte, C.S.Sp., Pionier

(diss.).

^''C.A.,

1955-56.

^'B.G., 40, 373

f.;

44,220.

van het schoolwezen

in

Oost Afrika, Nijmegen,
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there were at times conflicts between colonial government and mission
about the school system, e.g., in Tanganyika in the 1920s, in general the
British authorities supported the mission schools so that the country
might develop more rapidly. And in 1928 the Apostolic Delegate Arthur
Hinsley in East Africa urged the missions to maximum cooperation:
"Collaborate with all your power; and where it is impossible to carry on
both the immediate task of evangelization and your educational work,
neglect your churches in order to perfect your schools." French authorities, on the other hand, often evinced open hostility to the mission
schools.^* This situation, however, began to improve considerably around
1940.22

Negative Aspects
Several complaints about the school emphasis

may be recorded

here.

The first was that when attention focussed on the schools and education in
Nigeria, many of the Irish Spiritans there lost the close contact with the
people

at large

which used

to characterize their

French and Alsatian

however, was largely unavoidable, at least
with respect to the priests working in the schools. A full-time educational
assignment restricts personal contacts mostly to students, parents, and
teachers; it leaves little scope for extensive involvement in other work.
Another reproach is that by teaching all subjects in a European language the missionaries contributed to the destruction of the indigenous
culture. Here it must be pointed out that school requirements were set by
predecessors. 2^

This side

effect,

the various colonial governments. If a government did not allow the use of
local languages— one of the criticisms made of Portugal — then the mis-

comply or to abandon all education. In Angola they
obtained at least the freedom to give religious instruction in the people's
own language. Where the government left freedom to teach the local
sions either

had

to

language, the Spiritan missions generally did not neglect it in their
schools. For example, in East Africa the Swahili Readers by Father Alphonse Loogman were used so widely in both mission and government
schools that

more than two

million copies of

Sometimes the students themselves and
instruction to be given in their

them were

distributed.

their parents did not wish

own language. The Igbo people of Nigeria

^* As late as 1950, the Catholic schools of Nigeria's Owerri diocese (population 2.500,000)
alone enrolled about 95,000 pupils, while all government (52%) and mission (48%) schools
of French Equatorial Africa (population 4.000,000) had only 70,000. The total school age
population in French Equatorial Africa was about 600,000, in Owerri about 375,000. The
two Spiritan dioceses of Onitsha and Owerri combined (population 3.750,000) had about
150,000 students— 12,000 more than all government (76%) and mission (24%) schools in
French West Africa (population 19.000,000).

"Engel, 92

ff.; Groves IV, 115 ff.; B.G., 42, 130 f.; 43, 54. For footnote 5* see B.C., 42, 130
C.A., 1949-50; B.C., 45, 120; Annuaire des Missions catholicfues d'Afrique, Dakar, 1957, 140,
334, 392.
f.;
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The primary desire of the students was to become
The Protestant Church Mission Society used the Igbo

are a case in point.
Hterate in English.

language as a vehicle of education, while the Spiritan school system used
English. As a result of the students' preference for English, the Church
Mission Society lost the "school race." Yet, who would maintain that the
Igbo people's culture was lost because of their acquired proficiency in
English? A viable culture is dynamic enough to grow rather than perish
through contact with other cultures.
Another complaint is that, at a time when even a grade school education
was exceptional, its recipients could easily think themselves as above
manual work. They flocked to the centers of government and commerce,
where their exaggerated expectations usually met with keen disappointment. Such malcontented and pretentious individuals sometimes discredited the mission schools. They did not at all turn out to be the elite at the
service of their community envisioned by Father Libermann. Other Spiritan missions, however, especially in British territories, noted with satisfaction that their former students did not give rise to such negative comments.
Finally, when mission convent schools were watered-down versions of
their European counterparts, the girls' education easily degenerated into
a superficial varnish of lady-like accomplishments—just enough to make
them attractive to lonely colonialists in search of a temporary mate. It
could then happen that the vicar apostolic had to move heaven and earth
to make the Sisters change their educational methods. Fortunately, this
kind of situation was not the general rule.^^
Scientific

The

Work

principle governing Spiritan scientific contributions to

knowledge

about Africa and its peoples was clearly stated in 1874 when the French
government asked the Congregation to impress on its members the importance of such work and offered to pay expenses for it:

Our main

.

.

.

purpose

...

evangelization.

is

.

.

.

The

rest

can only be of

Nevertheless, ... we should not remain indiffersecondary importance.
There are some, such as linguistic studies,
ent to the interests of science.
which readily fall within the scope of desirable occupations that contribute
to the success of the apostolic ministry .^'^
.

.

.

.

.

.

A detailed examination of this scientific work would be of interest only to
specialists.

We

will

therefore limit ourselves here to a few of the

more

significant items.
^^Isichei,/! History of the Igho People, 173.
^•"Groves IV, 120; Isiche'i, op. c it., 176; Joseph

69

B.C., 20, 341; 31, 199.
25B.G., 9, 857 ff
ff.;

houchaud, TEglise en Afrique

tioire , Paris,

1958.
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Geography. Geographical contributions date mostly from those earlier
days when large areas of Africa were still blanks on the map. Most
outstanding were the fifty-five maps by which Bishop Augouard and
others charted large sections of the upper Congo and Ubangi rivers for
the first time. Basing themselves on fifteen years of navigating these
rivers, they prepared their maps "in accord with the best astronomical and
cartographical methods." The results were so good that the geographical
society of Paris granted

printed the

maps

at

its

them

the Fournier Prize

own expense. Other

and the government

Spiritans designed charts of

the Stanley Pool area, West Sudan, Angola, the interior of

Ubangi and

part of East Africa.

Often, however, their geographical work consisted in the correction of
maps published by hasty explorers who had not fully understood their
guides. As Le Roy pointed out, "The geographical maps of new lands so
reverendy received by learned societies from the hands of explorers
crawl with errors. Generally, out of ten names there are not more
than two that are correct. I could refer here to a certain map where one
can see as geographical names words whose translation is: "That's a

literally

:

mountain," or "Quit bothering me," or

"I don't know."^**
Natural History Several Spiritans showed great interest in Africa's flora
and fauna. Thus Father Klaine became a botanist who not only success.

introduced new plants into Africa, but also enriched several
with thousands of new specimens. Others, such as Sacleux,
Tisserant and Sebire, published scholarly studies of African botany.
Brother Francis Ruber became a specialist in African bees with several
fully

museums

small books

and

articles to his credit.

In grateful acknowledgment,

taxonomists named more than 200 genera and species after Klaine and
Sacleux each, and still more after Duparquet, Antunes, Tisserant, Le Roy,

Raimbault and others. ^^
Ethnology and History. Even more than in rivers, plants and animals, the
missionaries were interested in the peoples around them. As a result,
several became recognized experts in ethnology and anthropology.
Among these we may name Archbishop Le Roy, who acquired his scientific reputation by his pioneering but now superseded studies about the
pygmies and the religion of the primitives. In 1906, he wrote the opening
article of the new International Review of Ethnology and Linguistics: Anthropos. Other ethnologists of their time were Henry Trilles, Anthony
Horner, Charles Sacleux, Joachim Alves Correia, Charles Tisserant, Constant Tastevin, Albert Sebire, Charles Duparquet and the recently deceased Charles Estermann. Several of these, after returning from Africa,
Trilles,

2«B.G., 25, 26; G. Beslier, L'Apbire du Congo, Mgr. Augouard, Paris, 1926, 159; J. Daigre,
Oubangiit-Chan, Issoudun, 1950, 180 f.; M.C., 12, 545 ff.; 19, 256; 22, 157; Le Roy, "Le role
scientifique des missionnaires," /ln/Aro/>05, vol. 1, p. 5.
"C. Le Gallo, "Le R.P. Charles Sddeux," Le Naturaliste canadien, 1950, 96 fL and "Le Fere
Theophile Klaine," o/?.n7., 318 fL; B.M., 17, 820; 18, 38 L, 280; 19. 331; E.G., 45, 56.
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became professors or lecturers in their specialized subjects at universities,
while others published their findings in the form of books or articles in
Anthropos or other learned journals.
As for the history of Africa's new nations, the steady stream of writings
from the missions constitute rich source materials. In addition, there is
the added wealth of information contained in diaries, studies, reports and
letters preserved in the various archives of the Congregation and other
similar depositories. Although a study of these sources will reveal that the
missionaries harbored many of the prejudices of their times, the value of
^^
these papers cannot be disputed.
Linguistics. Nothing reveals the soul of a people as

much as the tongue it

speaks and nothing is more conducive to intimate contact than a thorough
knowledge of its language. It will hardly surprise anyone, then, that some
of the best Spiritan contributions lie in the realm of linguistics.^^
If any of the missionaries had doubted the usefulness of such studies,
he was urged on by the pressing recommendations and even strict orders
of his superiors to learn the local languages. Schwindenhammer, for
instance, in indicating the purpose of a new African residence, used to
add to conversion of the people the words: "and therefore the study of the
native languages." His successor in the generalate, Emonet, called this
study "the first duty" of newly arrived missionaries and warned that
"anyone who neglects the study of languages fails in an essential point of
his duty." Superiors of the various missions emphasized the same point
that any new arrival who had
made sufficient progress after two years in learning the local language

and some even went so far as to make it a rule
not

should be dismissed from the mission.''*'
It stands to reason that not all Spiritans became linguistic experts or
even fluent in the African language of their area. Some were satisfied with
an elementary acquaintance; others did not even attempt to learn it. For
example, the official Visitor of the Nigeria mission complained in 1907
that the Fathers had litde or no knowledge of the local tongue — a situation
that did not improve thereafter, especially among those engaged in education. Generally, however, the missionaries did not fail in their duty in

although the bewildering multitude of dialects and lanproximity certainly was a discouraging factor. ^^
When, after months of hard work, the Fathers came to know a language, they were often dismayed by its real or apparent primitive characthis respect,^*

guages

in close

^^For a listing of writings about Africa by Spiritans see B.M., vols.

supplements.
^^Engel, 46

ff.;

Beckmann, op.dt. 201
,

ff.;

J.

Wils,

17, 18

and

"Het taalkundig werk der Paters

19,

and

v.d.

H.

Geest," Libennurin Herdenking. 125 ff.
='«C.S.. 3, 19; 21, 37 ff.; C.E., 3, 37 f.
^'A. Raponda Walker, "Le doyen des pretres africains vous parle," Spiritus, 1961, no. 8,
281; Arch.C.S.Sp., 191-B-IV: visite provinciale de 1907; B.C., 32, 424; Isichei, o/;.«7., 176.
^^The 1930 Spkitan Bibliographie (p. 5) lists sixty titles in the following languages of Gabon
alone: Pongwe, Fan, Duma, Galoa, Eshira, Bulu, Kota, Mbete, Ivea, Ndumu and Kombe.
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needs of everyday life, it seemed to
and notions which they considered necessary for the
expression of the Christian faith and Christian thinking. Thus their
linguistic task became more than a simple study of an existing language.
They had to work also toward the unification of dialects into a single
language, the promotion of more universal languages, such as Swahili in
the East and Lingala in the West, and above all at the enrichment of these
languages by strengthening them with new words or new meanings
hitherto unknown to their users. European languages have been formed
in the same way. If one were to remove from English all words and
meanings of foreign origin, most of this language as we know it would
ter.

suitable for the simple

lack the vocabulary

disappear.

One may shudder at the enormity of the task faced by the early priests
who faced such a multiplicity of languages in Africa when one considers
that it took ten years to translate the Our Father into the fully developed
language of Java and that Father Maillard, so admired by

his

Indian flock

for his expertise in their language, could never arrive at a satisfactory
translation of such an apparently simple sentence as the baptismal for-

mula into the Micmac tongue of Nova Scotia. The dismay and frustrations
inherent in the work of translation need not surprise us. After all, a
language has culturally-conditioned meanings, and their transposition
into an unrelated language may require a total rethinking of the original
thought which, itself, was perhaps expressed under altogether culturally

different conditions.

more
European

Similar difficulties are encountered even in cultures which are
closely related than those of

Europe and

Africa. Continental

A. often complain that English lacks the
And at one time the late
Cardinal Mercier caused some commotion by declaring that Dutch or
Flemish was unsuitable for the expression of philosophy. His verdict,
however, did not stop Dutch and Flemish thinkers from making their
contributions to philosophy. In a similar way the trans-cultural expression of Christianity in African languages will of necessity have to be
perfected by the Africans themselves. On occasion, the cultural mistranslations can even be dangerous. For instance, the use of the Kikuyu word
"kurua" for circumcision is said to have contributed to the formation of
separatist African Churches. ^^
The Spiritans' contribution to African languages amount to more than
500 tides in about seventy languages. Among these are some 200 grammars and dictionaries, and a large number of practical books, such as
guest professors in the U.

words they need

S.

to express their thought.

and school texts. Some are
monumental studies, such as Sacleux's

Bible translations, prayer books, catechisms

badly printed litde works; other

'L.

Leaky,

Mau Man and the

Kikuyu, London, 1952, 90.
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Swahili dictionary*^* and Albino Alves'
restricted use, such as Lemble's work
in Tanzania.

4.

Bundu dictionary. A few had

in the

very

cHck language of the Sandawe

Works of Christian Charity
Christian solidarity with the victims of disease or rejection by their

fellowmen always played a prominent role

works of charity

.

in the

approach

to evangeliza-

missions the Spiritans inaugurated their activity by

tion. "In nearly all
.

.

,

the care of orphans, the poor, the sick and the

more than anything else, often opened the eyes of
the meaning which Christianity could have in their lives. ^^

lepers." This care,

many people
Care for

to

the Sick

Without hesitation, priests. Brothers and Sisters devoted themselves to
when dangerous epidemics struck. To give but one example, in
Senegal and Gambia recurrent yellow fever epidemics in 1866 killed nine,
in 1867 fifteen, and in 1900 nine of the missionaries who ignored personal
risk in caring for the victims of this dread disease. The routine assistance
to the sick was generally given by qualified Sisters, both European and
African. Their charity made a profound impression. As Julius Nyerere,
the sick

who became a Christian at the age of twenty,
have always admired the Sisters more than anyone else. In
their dedication they remain an example for all citizens. "^^
Special care was devoted to the victims of Hansen's disease (leprosy)
long before colonial governments paid attention to the problem. In the
President of Tanzania,

testified: "I

mid 1950s the Spiritan missions in Africa still cared for thirty-three
colonies of sufferers from this affliction. Virtually all other care of the sick
was channeled through the dispensaries and small hospitals attached to
mission stations. These provided extensive service. In 1956 alone more
than four million patients had recourse to the 421 dispensaries and
hospitals maintained in the Spiritan missions of continental Africa. While
generally primitive by western standards, they offered the best medical

intellectual activity in modern East Africa has any work been
compare with the monumental Swahili-French dictionary by Sac-

what sphere of

''*"In

produced

to

Krapf, Steere, Taylor and Sacleux were intellectual giants in comparison with
Harries, of the
School of Oriental and African Studies of the University of London. ^^

leux?.

.

.

whom the well-sponsored intellectuals of today are puny weaklings." Lyndon

^*Tanganyika Standard, 10 Sept., 1963. See also Walbert Biihlmann, "P. Charles Sacleux,
und VJ'issenschaMer, Zeitschriftfiir Missionsii'issenschaft, 4, 17 ff.

C.S.Sp., Missionar

35Engel, 134

ff.;

"•'Engel, 138;

Nyerere).

"'

Beckmann,

op.a^.,

108

ff.;

B.C., 16. 294.

W. Biihlmann, The Missions on

Trial,

Maryknoll, 1979, 148 (quotation of
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Liberation of Slaves

The 1878 edition

of the Congregation's constitutions impressed on the

missionaries their duty "to fight slavery" and above all the shameless slave
trade, ... to redeem as many as possible of these poor slaves, especially
children, so that they can be educated in a Christian way." During the first
decades of their existence, most of the early Spiritan boarding schools in
Africa were filled in great part with former slave children. Since popular
indignation against the horror of slavery had swept over Europe, Propaganda Fide was able to allocate large sums of money for the redemption
of slaves. The Bagamoyo mission alone bought 319of them between 1884
and 1888, and another 300 in 1893 and 1894. Similar programs of re-

demption existed

other missions. ^*^
Nonetheless, the ransoming of slaves did not always proceed without
difficulty. In Senegal, the local governor accused the Fathers of trafficking
in slaves and forced them temporarily to reduce their purchases until the
ridiculous complaint could be disposed of. A similar complaint reached
London in 1881, and the government warned the British consul in Zanin

looked with favor on the missions'
interventions on behalf of the slaves and assigned to them entire human
cargoes of captured slave vessels. Liberated slaves were taught a trade or
agriculture in the mission unless they preferred to make the dangerous
trip back home, and the children received a suitable education. Once they
had grown up, they settied in special "freedom villages." In the earlier
days such villages often constituted the only Christian enclaves in the
zibar.

But the

local British authorities

area.^**

An

Obstacle

to

Christianization?

Although the ransoming of slaves does not seem to need a defense, one
legitimately ask whether the large-scale efforts in this direction did
not constitute more of a hindrance than a help to the incarnation of
Christianity in Africa. The story of the Nigeria mission under Bishop
Shanahan provides at least a partial answer to the question.
The Anti-slavery Society had collected enormous sums for ransoming
and educating slaves, and Propaganda Fide then allocated these to the

may

various missions.
this

money was

To

to

satisfy the intentions of the donors, it specified that
be used for the purpose for which it had been given.

"C.A., 1955-56.
^"Constitutions, 96, X; B.C., 11, 707; 17, 656; A.P.F.. 35, 125, 130; 39, 24.

3«Engel, 157; Versteijnen,

o/>.n7.,

12

f.,

17-22.
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this condition, however, meant that the misspend most of their time caring for a few thousand
while neglecting the free population. At the same time, by

Rigorous adherence to
sionaries

had

to

hberated slaves
the then prevailing African standards, slaves constituted the dregs of
humanity. How could one hope, therefore, that they would form the
nucleus of a Church which would one day encompass the whole people?
To remain faithful to the purpose of establishing a local Church in
Nigeria, Shanahan maintained, one had to concentrate on the free people

and make them
slavery at

its

truly Christian.

This method would destroy the

evil

of

very root. For this reason he wanted to use the anti-slavery

funds to build a school system for both free and slave children. His view
was opposed by Propaganda, not because it disagreed with the bishop, but
because its hands were tied by the donors' intentions. After a long exchange of letters, however. Propaganda silently tolerated the bishop's
more efficient use of these monies.
His own method of approach proved its effectiveness by the splendid
results it achieved in a short time. Europe's overconcern with fighting
slavery directly appeared to be treating symptoms rather than attacking
the cause and, in the process, delayed the incarnation of a truly Christian
spirit in the areas involved. Father Joseph Daigre indicates that this
situation was not limited to Nigeria alone. Writing about Ubangi, he said:
"We were quickly forced to realize that it may be humanitarian to ransom
slaves, but the idea of building a society upon them and the belief that a
country can be Christianized by converting slaves is wholly absurd."^**

5.

Catholic Press and Youth Organizations
Catholic Press.

For

many

years the output of the local presses in the

Spiritan missions of Africa did not include any newspapers.

There was

not yet enough need for them and the mission staff was too small to
engage in the editorial work required by periodic publications. The first
Catholic newspaper, the Echo de Saint Louis, appeared in 1906 when

French anticlericalism in Senegal made it necessary to find a new way of
keeping in touch with the people. This early paper was succeeded by the
interdiocesan weekly Afrique Nouvelle published in Dakar. The same mission also launched the monthly Horizons Africains and a few parochial
church papers. Other vicariates followed suit by starting weeklies or
monthlies, such as Catholic Times in Kenya, The Sierra Leone Freeman in
Sierra Leone and the biweekly The Leader in Nigeria. By the mid 1950s,
these papers numbered sixteen.
Of this total only three appeared in an African language. The oldest of
these was Rafiki Yetu {Our Friend), a. monthly founded in 1925 by Father
"'J.

Jordan,

op.cit.,

89

ff.;

Diagre, Oubangui-Chari

,

175; B.G., 41, 556.
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of the main reasons for the general use of
newspapers was undoubtedly the Babylo-

in these

nian multiplicity of tongues in Africa.

It

was often impossible

to find

enough

subscribers for a paper in one particular language. Moreover,

Africans

who had become part of the newspaper reading public generally

one European language well enough to enjoy a paper in
It may be added that the Catholic papers
usually had some sections written in one of the local languages.^^
Youth Organizations. The first attempts to introduce Catholic youth
organizations also were made in Senegal in 1906. Other parts of French
West Africa followed suit when local schools were secularized by the
government. A "Catholic Circle" arose in St Louis, Senegal, and organized
its own orchestra, held musical soirees and put on theater plays. Conakry,
French Guinea, achieved such success with its brass band, its loan library,
recreational evenings and the sports club it began in 1908 that competing
groups were vainly started. Before World War I, in Brazzaville, the Spiritans built a special youth center, equipped with athletic fields, reading
rooms and a theater with a seating capacity of more then 3,000. This
center was regularly visited by six to seven hundred youths and also
served as a means of fostering Catholic marriages. Strangely enough, the
same approach failed miserably in Rufisque, Senegal, and in Gabon only
'^^
the dramatic groups were successful.
work,
however, began only in the period
The great expansion of youth
increasing urbanization and
War
II,
when
immediately preceding World
imperative. The Frenchof
work
its inherent problems made this kind

knew

at least

English, French or Portuguese.

controlled territories reported especially great activity in this type of
work. For example, the 1951 report of Sacred Heart Parish in Dakar

resembled that of a well-organized European parish of that era: it
had scout troops, sports-clubs, young workers groups, a boys' center, a
young men's center, its own cinema, etc.
Other city missions followed similar patterns. In Duala, Cameroons,
after World War II, Catholic Action was reorganized. One monthly day of
recollection was added as a special feature to its numerous branches in
order to counteract growing materialism. In Brazzaville, near the famous
"African Gothic" Cathedral of St Ann, Father Lecomte constructed a
sports arena that seats 20,000 and boasts a huge swimming pool."*^
In the Spiritan missions outside the French sphere of influence this type
of youth work did not play the same important role as appears to have
been the case in French territories. It may well be that in these areas the
school system still achieved the same end at that time.
closely

'B.G.. 24, 24

42, 100 f .; E.P., 31, I, 83; B.C.. 33, 32.
B.G., 24, 23; 25, 207, 276; 27, 157; 30, 656.
'B.G., 42, 106, 358 f.; 43, 24; Bouchaud, o/).«/., 45 ff.

^Engel, 216

f.:

f.;
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We

must now turn our attention to activities which refer more directly
preaching of Christ's message in the parts of Africa that were

to the

confided to the Congregation's care to see how the Spiritans estabHshed
there an effective evangelical presence, what they did to foster a Christian
way of life in the home and society, and the efforts they made to let the
Church become truly African under indigenous leadership. These aims

were, of course, also implied in the whole of the above-described activities.
It may not be superfluous to add that in much of what they did the
missionaries were guided by the theological views that were current in
that era.

6.

Effective Evangelical Presence

In the first decades after the arrival of its missionaries in "the Two
Guineas," the Congregation could do very little to staff effectively the
whole of that immense territory. An inexorable death rate kept the
complement of men pitifully small. Nevertheless, these valiant pioneers
under Bishop Kobes made plans for covering the northern area with a
network of residences: one in every five leagues of his vicariate. But, as we

have seen, constant misfortunes kept wrecking new missions, and

at the

bishop's death only four stations survived him.
It

was only around 1880 that the Spiritan missions successfully began

systematically to divide their territories into sectors with a central resi-

dence surrounded by a large number of auxiliary stations. As a rule, such
residences, occupied by from two to four priests and one or two Brothers,
were located at carefully chosen points that offer facilities for travel in all
directions. The auxiliary stations generally consisted of a humble chapel
and a bush school staffed by a catechist. These were located in villages
which showed interest in the mission and offered some hope of conversion. Each string of stations along a river or jungle track was regularly
^^
visited by one of the priests in the central residence.
The system proved successful when the personnel of the residence was
sufficiendy stable. Sickness and death, however, all too often led to
freqixent transfers of priests and thus prevented them from becoming
familiar with the peculiarities and special needs of their sectors. Worse
still, it

often obliged the priests to waste valuable time by learning

languages and

The

new

dialects.

staffing of a large territory with relatively few

men meant that

the

priests were absent from the central residence most of the time — up to an
estimated 200 days a year. They has not only to supervise the catechists,
but also to administer the sacraments and visit new areas to awaken there

•^Engel, 15

ff.
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the desire to have a catechist. Moreover, if the central residence contained
and social works, the shortage of personnel forced

several educational

them to make a choice between intensive work on relatively few people
and extensive coverage of the many Usually the result was a compromise
until more adequate personnel made it possible to work both intensively
and extensively.
.

than covering the land with a network of
stations was gaining the confidence of the people A sure sign of success in
this respect was the population's tendency to select a priest to arbitrate
their disputes. They came to look upon the priest as one of their own and

Of greater importance even

.

on

several occasions

went

so far as to elect

him

as their chief.

Thus, for

example, the Nkomi people in Gabon solemnly
the Renima (general king) of their land to whom all local kings deferred
for important affairs; the chiefs of the Dioba in Senegal chose Father
Jouan as their leader; and in Tanzania's mission of Tegetero the popula^^
tion made Father Bukkems their headman.
installed Father Bichet as

Preaching

The

the

Gospel and Baptizing

direct preaching of the Gospel to non-Christians always featured

in the Spiritan apostolate. It varied

from formal sermons

to

an assembled

populace to simple discussions in the evening before a hut. Incidentally,
type appealed gready to the African's love of debate and
palaver. Here and there, litde gifts were distributed as further incentives
to attendance and friendly chiefs were sometimes asked to use their
influence in making people come to listen. This early practice of giving
this latter

litde presents constituted a

bad policy with long-lasting

hampered

effects. In Sierra

the growth of local

Leone, where it had been adopted, it
material support for the Church, and thereby kept it dependent on
outside grants when it should have become self-supporting.^''
The subject matter of such first sermons and talks was, of course,
limited to the most elementary points of Christian and Catholic doctrine
and prayers, such as the Creed, the Sign of the Cross, the Our Father and
Hail Mary. Those who showed interest were then invited to come to the
catechumenate for further instructions.
The catechumenate was the period between a prospective convert's

become a Christian and his actual baptism. Its conditions
and length depended on the vicars apostolic appointed by the Holy See,
but the Spiritan Generalate counseled against two extremes: on the one
application to

hand, that of admitting people after insufficient instruction (which could
result in many baptisms but few true Christians) and, on the other, that of

•^Engel, 32
20,247.
"Engel, 56

B.G., 19, 374

ff.,

45

ff.;

B.G., 43, 123.

f.;

{ci.

RcvurfranQaise d'histone d'Oiitremer, 1974, 395

f'f.);
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demanding

much

so

that

rendered the mission's

The

it

work

discouraged most candidates and thereby
fruitless."*^

Spiritan bishops in Africa at

first left

it

to the individual priests to

determine the length of the catechumenate. Only after the bitter disillusionment of numerous lapses, did the early missionaries learn the wisdom
of going slow. Then they began not only to scrutinize the candidate's
knowledge of the faith but also to demand positive guarantees that he
would be able to live up to that faith. For instance, in Thies, Senegal, they
did not dare to baptize a hundred well-instructed candidates because it
was not yet feasible for them to live as Christians, and in another mission
they turned away a number of well-prepared girls who requested baptism, solely because they were likely to be given in marriage to polygamous
husbands.
By 1920, in Senegal and Gambia the minimum duration of the
catechumenate was two years, and French Guinea, which in 1907 was still
satisfied with eighteen months, raised its minimum also to two years after
World War I. The Nigerian mission, which at first limited the catechumenate to one year, increased the time gradually until in 1918 it attained a
duration of from three to four years or even longer. Other Spiritan
missions showed the same trend. Keen disappointments after hasty baptisms in the earlier days caused the Spiritan missionaries in Angola to
demand one year probation and then later a minimum of two years. In
East Africa, where in 1892 kind-hearted Bishop de Courmont accepted
one month, a three-year catechumenate became the rule for adults in
1912. The results reached by this apparent severity amply justified the
praxis.^^

Before being admitted to baptism, a candidate had to pass a strict
examination by a priest, although of course his age and intellectual ability

were taken into account. Those who

failed

— and

they could

amount

to

one-third of the applicants— would have to wait several months before

being allowed to present themselves again. Finally, to impress the converts
with the importance of their decision, local regulations often prescribed
that the baptismal ceremony take place on a solemn holyday and that it be
followed by a little feast in honor of the new Christians.
With respect to children and adults in danger of death, the missionaries
followed the general rules of the Church: they baptized all children in
danger of dying unless prudence forbade and they required only the
barest minimum of knowledge from moribund adults who wished to
receive the sacrament. The number of such emergency baptisms— which
were performed also by laypeople — was very high. In St. Louis, Senegal,
one person baptized 500 dying infants between 1877 and 1881 and her
case was not exceptional. Exact statistics obviously are not available, but in
*^B.G., 29, 692

f.

*«Engel, 63

B.G., 17, 249; 30, 427; Directoire general des Missions, Paris, 1930, 126

ff.;

ff.
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mid 1950s more than 30,000 such baptisms were reported in the
Congregation's missions.'*^

the

Building

To

A

Christian

Community

build a Christian community, the Spiritan missionaries relied heav-

on boarding establishments, the fostering of Christian family life,
separate Christian villages, and the Church's disciplinary, sacramental
and devotional practices.
Boarding Establishments Arriving in Africa before there was even a hint
of a Christian community, the early Spiritan missionaries in nearly all
their residences gathered children — usually ransomed slaves at first — to
five with them as boarders. Then they tried to inculcate in them a love of
work and a practical approach to Christian living. It was a heart-breaking
task, beset with many failures, but seemed to them to be the only way to
ily

.

make

a beginning.

Not everyone possessed the necessary patience for this slow uphill
educational work under a broiling tropical sky. A few were too easily
inclined to have recourse to the stick to enforce their teaching.

One may

sparing the rod" was part and parcel of accepted educational methods of the not very distant past all over Europe and America.
This author recalls the time when a cat of nine tails would hang ready for
use on obstreperous sons in quite a few families. Superiors, however,
quickly— but not always successfully — forbade the use of whips and rods
recall that "not

while permitting gentler forms of punishment, such as locking up recalshed or making them take their meals in a kneeling position.

citrants in a

— and they continue to be sanctioned in many
Commonwealth— they were preferably to be administered by laymen and not by the priests themselves. In my personal experience in the West Indies I've never met a youngster who resented this
If strokes

were

called for

parts of the British

it excessive or wholly undeserved.
establishment in Senegal, which opened in 1844, the
the mistake of organizing it too much like a junior semi-

punishment, unless he considered
In their

Fathers

first

made

nary. After briefly trying a kind of "boys' republic"

under Bishop Truffet,

they "educated the children in a European fashion and along monastic
lines instead of preparing them for the life they would later have to lead as
Christians." As a result, all too many of them could not return to the

simple

life

they had led before.

They became idlers, beggars and thieves.
make the same mistake, and in Senegal

Fortunately other missions did not
also the Fathers

soon turned to practical training

in agriculture

and

trades.

Despite

many disappointments, these boarding establishments attained

the desired goal: a

first

generation of convinced and practicing Christians

that could serve as a foundation of a future Catholic
"Engel, 77

ff.;

B.C., 15, 535; 12, 395; C.A., 1955-56.
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this goal

most

was reached, the boarding

institutions gradually

disappeared

places, except for the training of future catechists, teachers

priests.

The

and thus

in

and

missions then opened dayschools throughout their districts
reached a larger segment of the population. The

effectively

day-school revealed

African youngsters.
lished in their

own

itself as far

They

more appealing to the freedom-loving
numbers to the schools estab-

flocked in great

villages.^"

had to be educated to bring about a first generation
of Christian families. This task was entrusted to reliable matrons or
Sisters. As a rule, the early programs provided for religious instruction,
home economics, child care and gardening. Sometimes a little reading
was added but rarely anything more advanced, because young men did
Girls, as well as boys,

not want to marry a "lady" for fear that greater women's emancipation
their own "male chauvenistic" position. If the priests had
counteracted this attitude too soon, they would have exposed the girls to
the risk of not finding any husband at all and driven them into prostitu-

would endanger

tion.

boarding
economiwere
schools. Most parents strenuously objected because
cally too valuable. At home, they cultivated the land and they could be
carefully watched in view of the dowry which their future husband would
have to pay. Sometimes, the Fathers solved this problem by paying the
dowries for a large number of girls and thereby acquiring rights over
them. For instance, in Gabon, Father Bichet spent a large part of his
personal fortune in dowries for litde girls— thereby becoming their legal
husband according to nadve law — and then educated them for eventual
marriage to Christian young men. In other cases, mission-trained young
In the beginning,

it

was

difficult to obtain girls for these
girls

their own village, submitted
downpayment on the dowry, and then escorted their future wives

men made their choice among local belles in
the

first

to the mission for Christian instruction.

Most of these early

girls'

boarding schools disappeared once the

first

generation of Chrisdan families had been established. In some missions,
however, notably Cameroons, they survived for a long time after in the
form of the so-called Sixa, spoken of in Chapter Eleven. ^^
Fostering Christian Family Life Perhaps the gravest of all problems faced
by the early Spiritan missionaries lay in promoting the concept of a truly
Christian family as an autonomous and monogamous entity or cell of
.

The prevailing mentality attached more importance to membership in the clan than to the family unit; they clan's interests were
paramount. That was why a dowry had to be paid for a wife-to-be: by

society.

joining a husband from a different clan, she deprived her own of some of
its prosperity. For the same reason polygamy, apart from its physical
5«Engel, 158
5'Engel, 170

ff.;
ff.;

Beckmann, o/).«<., 164 ff.; B.G., 33, 20 f.; 31, 95; 33, 157.
E.G., 19, 371; 21, 517; 24, 217; 25, 213; 18, 497; 21, 585; 30, 632; 32, 618.
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viewed as desirable: another wife meant an additional
greater prosperity and prestige for the clan. Her
and
therefore
worker
personal consent was regarded as of minor importance; she was assumed
to be submissive and simply to play her assigned role in securing the
growth and prosperity of her clan.^^
Polygamists, therefore, were generally able to offer a better dowry for
marriageable girls than could a young man of eighteen or twenty. Thus,
after finishing the mission school, the boy often had to work ten to twelve
years before he had saved enough to get married. It was inevitable that
such a long waiting period would give rise to promiscuity and to lack of
enthusiasm for a marriage that would bind them to one partner for life.
Many preferred a trial arrangement for some years before taking the big
step and others continued such arrangements until the very end of their
attraction, could be

lives.^^

Reports from the early missions show how difficult it was to change
and customs. Gambia, with 2,000 Christians,
had not a single Catholic marriage to report in 1878 and 1879. Rufisque
(1,000 Christians) was in the same situation from 1907 to 1909, and
wistfully hoped that its 191 1 report could mention three marriages; Boke
had only eight Catholic marriages between 1898 and 1912. No wonder
then that the early missionaries paid dowries for hundreds of girls,
educated them in their boarding schools and, after marrying them to
Catholic young men, setded the newlyweds in separate villages close to the
mission. After doggedly following this procedure for many years, they
finally saw the dawn of a new mentality. As increasingly larger numbers of
women through education became conscious of their human dignity and
no longer let themselves passively be married without their personal
consent, a Christian marriage concept at last became more firmly enthese deeply ingrained views

trenched.

The statistics of the 1950s showed the astonishing progress that was
made in this respect in the thirty-one Spiritan missions of continental
Africa: they reported on an annual basis an average of more than
Catholic marriages, i.e., from six to ten per
thousand of Catholics. For the sake of comparison it may be useful to
point out that the normal rate of marriages was then eleven per thousand
of the population.^"*
Among the many remarks that could be made about the fostering of a
Christian marriage concept two may be offered here. One is that the
custom of paying a dowry for the bride was too hastily interpreted in
western terms as the purchaseof a wife — a notion which was abhorrent to
many Africans themselves. They looked upon the custom as a kind of
twenty-five thousand

"Engel, 174 ff.; Beckmann, o/;.«7., i;^3 ft.; Bouchaud, o/?.n7., 81 f'f.
"B.C., 25, 234; 20, 377; 26, 769.
^••B.G., 12, 460; 25, 233 f.; 26, 769; C.A., 1954-55, 1956-57 and 1957-59.
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"guarantee of good treatment" of the wife and of "dutiful regard for her
husband" on the part of the wife. Regarding polygamy, apart from a few
separatist sects, all Christian denominations unanimously rejected a
simultaneous plurality of wives as contrary to Christian morality.^* A few
Protestant Churches at most allowed a compromise by which the several
wives of a polygamist were admitted to baptism on the ground that
individually they were married to a single husband. But all Catholic
missions unanimously rejected any compromise in this matter .^^
Christian Villages. For the new Christian families the Spiritans founded
special villages as the only effective way to preserve the faith and at the
same time create centers from which the Christian way of life could
radiate over the countryside.^*^ As early as 1845 Father Briot had formulated a plan for such a village, but the initiative leading to the first real

setdement came in 1852 from a group of young Christians themselves in
Gabon. They wished to live near the mission and support one another in
their efforts to live according to the Gospel. Significant progress, however, did not occur until twenty years later, when the villages of St Joseph
(Ngazobil) and St Benedict (Mbodien) were founded in Senegal.
St Joseph may serve to exemplify the development of such settlements.
In a few years, as more young families came to join the first couples, they
laid out regular street-patterns, replaced the traditional one-room huts
with roomier quarters built on family plots, and erected a small chapel. By
1885 the settlers were largely self-governing, with their own village council and its police-force to lay down and enforce the rules. They said
morning and night prayers and the rosary in common, and went to Mass
every day. In general, the moral tone of the village was high, although
reports of idleness and drunkenness indicate that these converts had not
suddenly become angels. ^^
In the following decades, the Spiritans gradually extended this "closed
society" system throughout most of their missions: Nigeria, the Congo,
Angola, East Africa and, after World War I, Cameroons as well. This
mission alone reported in 1929 that each of its 2,000 catechetical stations
was surrounded by from three to seven such villages. Constant supervision
long remained a necessity. Disappointments in the form of relapse into
traditional vices or flight from the settlements were numerous, but the
Fathers patiently continued their efforts because they were convinced

^*SoiTie recent authors view the issue of

polygamy

in a

new

light,

which goes beyond our

concern here.
^^Groves IV, 218 f.; 344 IT.; Bouchaud,o/?.n/. 82 ff. For other moral marriage problems
with respect to African Catholics, see J. Hei]ke,Theobgy for Missionaries Gemert, 1974, 80 ff.
For footnote 7* see E. Hillmann, Polygamy Reconsidered, MaryknoU, 1975; M. Legrain,
Manage Chretien modele uniqne? Paris, 1978; M. Kirwen, African Widows, MaryknoU, 1979.
^"Engel, 184 ff.; Beckmann, op.cit., 155 ff. The method was officially sanctioned in the
1878 edition of the Constitutions, 96, VII.
"E.G., 9, 460; II, 305 ff.; 14, 286; 16, 261; 17, 229.
,

,

,

,
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no other system offered a better chance of success.^^

In general, these "grass roots communities" achieved their purpose —

the estabhshment of families with a deep-rooted Christian tradition and
customs which could act as centers for extension of the faith in the
territory. In 1891, for example, the Nigerian Chief Idigo, along with
fifteen other families, founded such a village and the happiness of this
setdement so profoundly impressed the people around it that many
burned their fetishes and became Christians. In 1890 other people in East
Africa built a setdement of their own near a Christian village close to
Bagamoyo and begged for baptism. Five years later, the mission reported
that so many people wanted to join the faith and live in the settlements
that the priests no longer knew how to accomodate them. In East Africa
particularly,

many

of the central Spiritan missions originated from

set-

tlements that became overpopulated and necessitated the relocation of
groups to new focal points of evangelization.^^
Nevertheless, the system had disadvantages also. In 1892, a pastoral

of Bishop de Courmont indicated some of these: too much
economic dependence on the mission was detrimental to personal initiative and love of work;^* there was no possibility for the families to achieve
an independent existence; the priests sometimes unduly interfered in
matters that were strictly the personal concern of the family involved.
Moreover, one could legitimately question whether, from a viewpoint of

letter

mission strategy, the permanent segregation of these Christians was desirable since it restricted the power of their good example to the im-

Once the converts were strong enough in their faith to
groups near a catechist, the "closed society" system with its
isolation should have been abandoned. And it usually way, without great
loss. Then the Christian families were told that they could settle wherever
they wished but advised not to move too far away from contact with other
Christians and with a catechist. At that point, more frequent association
mediate

vicinity.

live in litde

new Christians, but
Christian way of life.^^

with uninstructed neighbors often resulted in

occa-

and of a
Church Disciplinary, Sacramental and Devotional Practices. As the periodic
report of the Linzolo, Congo mission pointed out in 1922:

sionally also in a loss of faith

do not

Evidently, the regenerating waters of baptism

mentality of our Blacks, but

let

us not forget our

radically

own

change the

ancestors. ... If

we

have few scandalous renegades, we unfortunately have plenty of indolent,

•**

At

work

first,

the mission provided for

a piece of land for their

own

all

them only one free day in five to
worked thirty days a year for the
the produce they needed for themselves.

their needs

and

left

use. Later, the settlers

mission, but took care of cultivating

all

^«C.A., 1928-29.

^«B.G., 16,362; 15,715; 17,680.
""Engel, 198 ff.; Versteijnen, o/).n7., 17

f.;

B.G., 25,

469

ff.;

31, 99; 32, 822.
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apathetic

and even temporarily estranged sheep that can find
on the shoulders of the Good Shepherd.

to the told only

their

way back

**'

When advice and

reproach did not produce the desired resuk, the priests
sometimes had recourse to steps which were common in the early history
of the Church. For example, in the 1890s in Nigeria repentant public
sinners had to submit to a period of atonement during which they were to
stand in a separate part of the church. In Gabon, on Pentecost Sunday of
1900, a woman who lived openly in adultery with a colonist attended the
pontifical High Mass. Bishop Adam interrupted the service and publicly
interdicted her. His action received loud applause from the congregation,
and a few months later the woman did public penance. (The colonist was
recalled by the government.) During the next four years the bishop
proceeded several times in the same way against Christians who were
known to be living in public adultery or concubinage.
Nor did social position exempt an offender from such measures. When
the sultan's brother in Kibosho, East Africa, fell away from the faith for
the third time, the bishop declared him excommunicated. Thereafter, he
was avoided by all Christians as if he were a traitor. A similar fate befell
King Felix Adande in Gabon when he refused to let his daughter return to
her husband. The penalty was effective, for soon afterward the daughter
returned to her spouse and the king himself was reconciled with the
Church.«2
Evidently, such public penances and excommunications, which would
not be recommended today, must be seen in the light of the mentality and
attitudes of the time and the place. The priests pointed out "our Christians themselves are the first to demand the punishment of culprits.
Moreover, penances are accepted without difficulty and nothing appears
more suitable to keep backsliders on the right track." But times changed
and by the 1920s the practice began to meet with resentment in Nigeria.
Moreover, Bishop Shanahan's fellow-Spiritans themselves objected to this
prelate's excessive severity in these matters. ^^

The liturgy with its splendor unfolding around the mystical presence of
God made a profound impression on the African people who rightly
considered the supernatural as real as their physical surroundings. The
priests taught their converts to participate as fully as possible. Many an
its western counterparts to shame by the beauty and
Gregorian chant. Whole African congregations sang it with

African church put
variety of

its

perfect ease and surprising artistry.

Frequent reception of the Eucharist, with proper preparation and
thanksgiving, was particularly stressed, and

many

parts of Africa re-

«'B.G., 30, 840f'.
«2Engel, 201 ff.; B.G., 17, 420; 19, 339; 21, 556; 23, 22; 27, 338.
«3B.G., 19, 339; Arch.C.S.Sp., 191-B-III: Shanahan's circular of August 1925 and attached
protest of several Spiritans.
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ported great success. By the mid 1950s, the average of all Spiritan missions
there was about eighteen times a year, while in the dioceses of Moshi and
Morogoro in Tanzania it was about twice as high. If one keeps in mind that
many Christians lived far from a church, these figures were very impressive indeed.

^^

Our Lord were

As early as
1849, the Spiritans consecrated the Gabon mission to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus and established an annual day of adoration— a move that was soon
imitated elsewhere, as in Senegal, Loango and Bagamoyo. Other missions
fostered First Friday observances, Holy Hours of Reparation, services in
honor of Our Lord's Passion, and similar exercises. ^^
Marian devotions, of course, also gained great popularity in the form of
Devotions

to

also given serious attention.

the daily rosary and other traditional exercises. Before 1860, African
Sisters erected a litde shrine in a huge baobab tree three quarters of an

hour from Dakar. It became a beloved rendezvous and was known as Our
Lady of the Baobab. Minor devotions to St Joseph, the angels and a variety
of celestial patrons also found followers.'^*'
Sodalities and pious fraternities flourished in great profusion: the
Apostleship of Prayer, Perpetual Adoration, the Scapular, St Ann's Sodality,

St

Agnes' Union,

etc.

While fostering worship and prayer, however,

these pious organizations were also slanted toward Christian living of

everyday life. For example, St Joseph and St Ann were proposed as
examples of family life, and St Agnes as a model of Christian chasdty.*^^

7.

Active Role of Africans

The

in

the Growth of Their Churches

topics considered here are the material

lay apostolate, African religious

support of the Church, the

men and women, and

the African clergy.

Material Support of the Church

dependent on outside sources:
Church and its supporting organizations and its personnel's ingenuity in finding revenues to keep the work
going. This situation, however, should not become a permanent feature,
for the idea of a truly local Church demands that the necessary material
support come from the local people themselves. For this reason, nearly all
Spiritan missions insisted from the start on local contributions. To quote
one example. Bishop Carrie of Loango wrote in 1898:
In

its first

stage,

any mission

is

entirely

contributions from the universal

"Engel, 209

ff.;

C.A.. 1956-57.

"^B.G., 6, 540; 13, 1072; 15, 352; 16. 294, 488; 31, 27.
•'•''B.G., 2,

"B.C.,

576; Engel, 214 IT.
204, 360; 16, 271; 30, 730; 32, 506.

12, 171,
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The people

whom we

have the duty, based on
Gospel or
their clergy. And we have the grave obligation to make this duty clear to
and induce them to fulfill it.*^*
them
themselves

divine, natural

.

.

and Church

evangelize

.

.

.

law, to maintain the laborers of the

.

At the same time the converts were reminded

that, in sohdarity with the

universal Church, they should contribute to the evangeUzation of other
nations. Thus they were asked to contribute to the Association for the
Propagation of the Faith. As early as 1851, the missions in Senegal, Dakar
and Gambia sent their modest donations for this purpose, and Zanzibar

followed suit in 1872.^^
Of course, not all support was given in money. At first, it often took the
form of donated services or gifts of food and materials. (It still does so,
even in large cities in the U.S.A.) As soon, however, as currency came into

common

usage, the Spiritans insisted on financial contributions. For
Yaunde in Cameroons reported an annual Church tax of one
franc per adult and half a franc per child, and in 1925 this provided an
instance,

income of nearly a 100,000 francs. The 1951 report of this mission listed
support "in money, in kind or in work" as its first source of income.
The Nigeria mission "began to depend less on outside revenues" as early
as 1916 and by 1920 "was able to pay by itself more than fifty percent of its
educational expenses." And four years later, its hundreds of rural schools
without government subsidy were able to meet "not only the heavy burden of teacher's salaries by means of school fees and church donations but
in most places even to supply the books and other school materials." Most
other missions reported similar efforts to make the African Churches
local

materially self-sufficient.^"

Two

negative aspects deserve our attention here.

One was

that the

missionaries, with their easier access to support from their homeland,
sometimes put up establishments which clearly went beyond the supporting capacity of local resources. As a result, when the time came to hand
over control of the local Churches to indigenous leadership, the Africans
saw themselves faced with the dilemma of either letting these inherited
institutions fall into ruin or continuing to seek outside help for their

continued operation, thus perhaps endangering the
of the Gospel in their country.

ecclesial incarnation

Secondly, in some places the missionaries' stringent insistence on
Church dues made them go so far as to exclude from the sacraments those
who had fallen behind in their payments. That, it would appear, was

going too far. Elsewhere it gave rise to a feeling that the missions were just
another white man's way of extracting money, and this for the benefit of
priests who, by the prevailing African standards, were living in luxury.
«»Engel, 218

ff.

«»A.P.F., 24, 161; 26, 153; 44, 185.

^»B.G., 30, 731

f.;

32, 616; 42, 233; 43, 170

f.
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much better than their nineteenth
century predecessors, but this also meant that they lived and worked
considerably longer: about twenty-seven years if one compares the Spiritans' average life expectancy in Africa in 1901 and in the 1950s. Yet, these
better living conditions contrasted with those of the Africans and caused,
in all denominations, an increasing distance between the people and the
Undoubtedly, the missionaries lived

foreign missionaries.^^

The Lay Apostolate

As has been noted in Chapter Eight, Libermann placed great
on the training of catechists who would give elementary religious
instruction and the first rudiments of secular learning to both children
and adults. In general, the Spiritan missions realized the importance of
this lay apostolate. To quote only one among the many bishops who
stressed the value of catechists, we may turn to Bishop Vogt of Bagamoyo:
"We need catechists and large numbers of them if we want our mission to
grow and develop." Thus it is not surprising that most missions, notably
Southern Nigeria, Angola and Cameroons, inaugurated carefully
planned training programs or special schools for catechists. ^^
Usually, catechists were married laypeople who received a small remuneration for their services. Most of them were men, who were also
taught a trade so that they might have an additional source of income.
Some missions, however, such as Southern Nigeria, were quite successful
with young unmarried catechists. These were generally students who
volunteered for three or four years of unpaid service prior to seeking a
paying job and getting married.
If ordinary neo-Christian families needed frequent visits and encouragement, the same was even more truly the case with most catechists. Not
only was there a danger that they would become doctrinally deficient, but
there was also the very real possibility that they might gradually give up a
Christian way of living and drag the whole village down by their bad
example. The old periodic reports abound in complaints about unsatisfactory catechists. Such things should not surprise us and they are counterbalanced by the great zeal and spirit of self-sacrifice of the many
devoted men and women who made a very substantial contribution when
they had been properly prepared for their task. As Father Shanahan
reported in 1912: "Without them, our efforts would be paralyzed." How
important their role was appears from the statistics of the mid 1950s,
which showed more than 24,000 of these men and women working in the
Catechists.

stress

Spiritan missions of Africa. ^^
f.; Koren I, 282.
Beckmann,o/?.a/. 283 ff.; B.G., 29, 79. For today's role of catechists see A.
Shorter and E. Kzizza, Missionaries to Yourselves, MarvknoU, 1972.
"B.G., 26, 536 f.; Engel, 227 ff.; C.A., 1955-56.

^'Isichei,o/>.n7., 173

^^Engel, 221

ff.;

,
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two missions whose bishops had been personally selected
Libermann
were also the ones who grossly neglected the
and trained by
formation of a corps of lay catechists. Gabon, where Libermann's sons
arrived in 1842, had not yet set up a system of catechetical posts as late as
Ironically, the

thirty years thereafter. The priests there recognized its value, tried it for a
few years and then gave it up. It was only in 1887, when the zeal of
Protestant catechists caused serious losses, that two Fathers finally were
assigned to the training of catechists. Five years later. Bishop Le Roy
became the head of this mission, and under this convinced protagonist of
catechists a steadily increasing number of these valuable lay apostles

began to cover the territory. ^^
Even more notorious was the failure to make use of catechists in the
Senegal and Gambia part of the old "Two Guineas" mission. Despite the
obvious need for lay help and the successful example of other missions,
the vicariate neglected Libermann's advice almost entirely. As Archbishop Le Roy pointed out in an unpublished study, "For the last fifty
years, with ample means at its disposal, [the Senegambia mission] could
have stemmed the tide of Islam with a mighty dam of catechists. We regret
very much that we must admit it has almost completely failed in this
respect." Instead, the Fathers concentrated their efforts on a largely
premature attempt to form an indigenous clergy. "It is really strange and
almost inconceivable," concludes Dr. Engel, "that this territory

whose reports clamored

for laborers

.

.

.

,

and constantly complained about

being understaffed did not think of training a solid staff of useful catechists instead of devoting its strength exclusively to the formation of an
indigenous clergy."
Not until 1874, thirty years after its foundation, do the periodic reports
of this mission speak of the need to develop a system of training catechists.
Even more surprising is the fact that forty more years had to pass before
World War I mobilized many priests and practically forced the mission to
use more of these lay religion teachers. Only after the war, under Bishop
Le Hunsec did a systematic program of training finally evolve. ^^
The Legion of Mary. In the 1930s the lay apostolate received great
impetus by the foundation of African branches of the Legion of Mary. In
1936 its founder, Frank Duff, sent Miss Edel Quinn to establish the
Legion in East Africa. The members of this well-known organization
,

engaged in the visitation of homes and hospitals to teach Christian docand living, to regularize marriages, to induce lapsed Catholics to

trine

etc. Despite great difficulties. Miss Quinn— who died
1944 in Nairobi — succeeded so well that by the mid 1950s the Legion
had over a hundred Praesidia or local groups functioning among the

seek reconciliation,
in

^"B.G., 9, 18e; 12, 574; 18, 460; M.C., 28, 557.

^^Le Roy ,Les
446.

catechistes

dans les missions (manuscript); Engel, 235; B.G.,

10,

385; 28,408; 32,
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people of the Nairobi Archdiocese and a similar number in the nearby
Diocese of Moshi in Tanganyika. From Nairobi the Legion spread
throughout East Africa and from there to Madagascar, Mauritius and
Reunion. The scope of its salutary influence could be seen in the fact that
in 1956 a single Praesidium in Nairobi was able to arrange for more than a
thousand baptisms.
Two years before it began to operate in East Africa, the Legion was
established in the Spiritan missions of Nigeria (1934). Twenty years later,
four hundred Praesidia with thousands of members were zealously and
successfully at work in the dioceses of Onitsha and Owerri alone. Following World War II, the Legion spread through the Spiritan missions in
French Africa, the Belgian Congo and Angola. It became especially
strong in Cameroons, where there existed even a special Praesidium in
Yaunde's prisons. This was composed of convicts who organized communal prayers, spoke about their faith with Protestant and Moslem inmates, and urged their fellow-Catholic convicts to frequent reception of
the sacraments in order to rebuilt their broken lives and give them new
meaning.
The speed with which the Legion grew in Africa was evidenced by the
fact that, six months after its introduction in the Diocese of Doume in
1956, fifty Praesidia were already actively engaged in various forms of lay
apostolate. The reports of that decade from the various missions constantly referred to the great good done by the Christian men and women
who belonged to the organization. Equatorial Africa, for example, sent
word that "the best and most 'productive' form of Catholic Action is
undoubtedly the Legion of Mary."^^
Religious

Men and Women

Brothers.

Soon

after their arrival in the

"Two Guineas," Libermann's
Brotherhood among

priests tried to attract indigenous vocations to the

was 1860 before two African candidates began their
next year, one was allowed to take private vows
and four others novices or postulants were reported. A few years later,
however, the mission reported that this first effort had ended in failure.
A new attempt was made in 1869 when Bishop Kobes opened a Spiritan
novitiate in Ngazobil. It soon had four novices and three postulants.
While two of these candidates pronounced their vows in 1873, the
novitiate disappeared from the annual reports until 1888 when it
reopened with three aspirants. Nothing more was heard of it until 1925,
when Bishop Le Hunsec started an African congregation called the "Little
Brothers of St Joseph." This attempt was modestly successful: in 1961 it
their converts, but

novitiate in Dakar.

it

The

'®L. Suenens, Edel Quinn, Envoy of the Legion of Mary to Africa Dublin, 1955, 69 ff.; B.G.,42,
242; 43, 246; 44, 536; 45, 65, 78; etc. Other information supplied by the Legion's headquarters in Dublin.
,
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had 14 members,

12 novices

and 28

aspirants,

slowly thereafter, reporting 27 professed

and

it

members

continued to grow
1967/^

in

In French Cameroons Father Peter Richard started another African
congregation of Brothers of St Joseph in 1930, which by 1954 recorded 27
members and 68 aspirants. At the same time, the Spiritan missions of
French Equatorial Africa reported an equal number of African members
and 1 1 novices in their Brothers of St Peter Claver. Soon after, this
congregation merged with that of Cameroons. The merger does not
appear to have been a life saver, for in 1957 the combined congregation
was dissolved and its surviving members joined the Brothers of the Sacred
Heart — a Canadian congregation working in Africa — or the Spiritans.
The Owerri Diocese of Nigeria showed twenty professed Brothers in 1956
in its Brothers of St Peter Claver, but this group also ceased to exist as an
independent unit before 1958 when these Brothers became part of the
local province of the Marist Brothers. Angola also had its own Brothers of
St Peter Claver: they were founded by Monsignor Alfred Keiling, but
failed and then were revived by Bishop Daniel Junqueira. By 1961 they
could report 28 members and 7 novices. (In 1967 the membership was

down

)^^
to fourteen.

East Africa presented

much

the same unpromising picture.

Around

1955 Archbishop John McCarthy of Nairobi founded his Brothers of St
Peter Claver — thereby showing that there was at least conspicuous
agreement about the favored choice of name. Twelve years later, however, he could report only eleven Brothers and one novice. Slightly more
successful were the earlier efforts of Bishop Joseph Byrne in Tanzania.
His Immaculate Heart of Mary Brothers started in 1942; by 1961 they

counted 23 members and

11 novices.

(They were down

to fifteen in

1967.)7«

Married Brothers. This dreary recital, which is by no means complete,
shows the meager success that attended all such efforts. Among the
reasons given for so many failures were the general lack of esteem for a
state of life which seemed to offer but little human reward and, above all,
the requirement of celibacy. In 1895 Bishop Le Roy of Gabon drew up a
rule for a new group of African Mission Brothers that deserves special
mention. These Brothers were associated with the Spiritan Congregation,
and the interesting part is that the rule provided for the admission of
married men as associates. While continuing to live with his wife, and with
her consent, a married man could be admitted. He would follow a simple
^^Engel, 251 ff.; Beckmann, op.cit., 295 ff.; B.C., 2, 154, 225; 8, 510 f.; 9, 731; 15, 369; 32,
469; E.P., 32, 109 ff.; 33, 159, 164.
'»For Cameroons see Gra«diLaf5, 62, 75 ff.;Dusserde,Mgrf.X. FogM52 ff.; B.G.,42, 238
f.; 43, 83 f.; Annuaire des missions catholiques en Afrique franqaise
1955, 226; for Equatorial
Africa, same Annimire 177; for Nigeria, E.P., 31, I, 1 19; for Angola, B.C., 27, 49; 43, 448 f.;
E.P., 32, 234; 33,340.
'«For Kenya, E.P., 31, I, 201; 32, 254; 33, 376, 365; for Tanzania, B.C., 44, 177; E.P., 32,
,

,

270; 33, 389.
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be maintained by the community and devote

life,

his life to

Roy left Gabon to
become Superior General and his idea does not seem to have been
followed through; at least, nothing more was said about it in the subsequent reports from his former mission. ^*^
Sisters. More abundant success blessed the efforts to secure religious
vocations among African women. Shortly before his death, Libermann
urged Bishop Kobes to make a prudent beginning. In 1858, the bishop
authorized Father Emmanuel Barbier to found an African congregation,
the Daughters of the Holy Heart of Mary, and assigned to them the care of
the sick, catechetical work and the first education of girls. ^* This society is
the service of the mission. Unfortunately, soon after, Le

the oldest of all existing African religious congregations — older by half a
century than the Uganda Sisters, for whom the honor has been claimed.
By 1865 it had its first native Mother Superior and ten years later it had
already supplied thirty-eight Sisters to the mission. Because they were at

home

with the local languages and customs, they were able to render

happy beginning, the congregation sufenough candidates for sustained
however, improved later and by 1962 it had 61

inestimable service. Despite this

fered thereafter from an inability to find

growth. This situation,

members and

15 novices. ^^

Other missions sooner or

later

followed the example and founded

special congregations of African Sisters. Several

years of lingering existence, but a

disappeared after some

number of them

survived and showed

promise of vigor.^°* In addition, several international Sisterhoods working in Africa successfully admitted local aspirants. The 1961 figures on
Holy Ghost missions in continental Africa showed that the number of
Sisters of African origin exceeded the eight hundred mark. The Diocese

^*The congregation obtained a laudatory decree from the Holy See in 1863, thereby, it
would seem, becoming "of pontifical right. "^'
'"^The following indigenous congregations of Sisters existed in the Spiritan missions of
continental Africa at the end of this period (1962):
Senegal: Daughters of the Holy Heart of Mary (1858);
Gabon: Little Sisters of St Mary (1911), 50 members, 7 novices;
Cameroons: Daughters of Mary (1930), 90 members, 9 novices; Sister Servants of Mary
(1936), 34 members, 6 novices;
Katanga (Zaire): Religious of the Immaculate Heart of Mary (1926?), 40 members, 8
novices;

Tanzania: Sisters of
late

Heart of Mary

Our Lady of Kilemanjaro (1931), 164 members, 35
57 members (112 in 1967), 16 novices;

novices;

Immacu-

Sisters (1936),

Kenya: Sisters of St Joseph (1939), 25 members, 7 novices; Sisters of the Assumption

(1957), 15 members (37 in 1967), 18 novices;
Nigeria: Sisters of the Most Pure Heart of

Mary

(1945?),

60 members (87

in 1967), 18

novices.
•^''B.G., 18,
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"'B.C., 3, 337
'^^Engel,

256

f.;

Engel, 242.

f.

ff.;

N.D.,

13,

Dioceses d' expression franqaise

York, 1954, 273.

247; C.S., 44, 100 fL; E.G., 4, 623; A. P.P., 44, 1 10 (l'.;Amiuairedes
Dakar, 1962, 46 f.; J. Considine,y4/nVa, World of New Men New

,

,
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of Moshi, then entrusted to American Spiritans, led the way with nearly
160 African Sisters, outnumbering their white companions almost seven
to one.^^

African Clergy

Numerous
mary

instructions

from the Holy See had

goal of a mission was attained

when

stressed that the pri-

Church had reached a
work under the leader-

the local

degree of development enabling it to carry on its
ship of a capable and sufficiently numerous indigenous clergy. Libermann, as we have seen, also vigorously insisted on the absolute necessity of
African priests. Thus it is not surprising that, soon after their arrival in
Africa, his followers dedicated themselves to this end. Despite decades of
disappointments, they pursued it with unflagging zeal until their efforts
at last began to bear substantial fruit. The old Holy Ghost Prefecture of St.
Louis, Senegal, had striven for the same goal as early as 1820 and, as we
have seen, three of its students reached the priesthood in 1841.^^
Shortly after the Dakar mission was established, a junior seminary
began to function there (1847), and it had ten students in the following
year. Ten years later, the oldest senior seminary in Negro Africa opened
its doors in the same mission. In Gabon, another junior seminary was
opened in 1861; the Congo Prefecture made its first efforts in 1875, two
years after the arrival of Father Duparquet; and on the east coast in the
Zanguebar mission Father Horner did the same in 1869. Most other
Spiritan missions followed suit, with seminaries in Huila (Angola) in 1882,
in 1885, Loango (French Congo) in 1887, Onitsha
and French Guinea in 1910. No effort was spared to
prepare at least some candidates for the priesthood. Until 1910, all African priests from all the new missions on the continent, with the exception
of two from Natal, came forth from Spiritan seminaries. ^^
For many years, however, the results of all these efforts were far from
encouraging. Bishop Kobes of Dakar was most fortunate: between 1852
and his death twenty years later, he saw five candidates reach the priesthood; three others formed under his guidance were ordained after his
death. Most finished their education in Paris or Rome, but the first one to
receive his complete training in Africa was Father William Jouga. Ordained in 1864, he joined the Congregation one year later"* and died at
in

Sierra

Leone

(Nigeria) in 1905

"*The

first

African priest of the Congregation was Father John Lacombe. Born in

1959-61. For footnote 10* see E.P., 32 and 33;Aruiuaire
1962.
**Generai references: Engel, 262 ff.; Beckmann, op.cit., 305 ff.; R. Dugan, "Les origines

^^'C.A.,

clerge de I'Afrique noire," A tin imi re des Missions catholiques d'Afrique, 1957, 81 ff.; J. Remy,
"La Congregation du Saint-Esprit et le clerge indigene," R.H.M., 13, 529 ff.; E. Loffeld.L?
Probleme cardinal de la missiologie, Rhenen, 1956, 133 ff., 295 ff.; Spiritiis. no. 8, 1961.
*^N.D., 10, 78; B.C., 45, 113 f.; J. Rath, "Laborieuse genese des premiers seminaires
africains 1844-1849," Spiritiis, no. 8, 283 ff.; J. Delcourt, "Un seminaire congolais au XIX
siecle," ibid., 299 ff.; B.C., 1, 25; 7, 197; 11, 470; 7, 265; 8, 759; M.C., 1959, 69.
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the age of thirty-four "in the odor of sanctity" (1875).^*^ But after the
ordination of Bishop Kobes's candidates only five others reached the goal

before 1930. Of the 300 students who entered his mission's seminary in
the course of sixty years only eleven became priests. In Gabon fifty-five
years passed before, in 1899, the first priest was ordained, although 200
candidates had gone through the seminary. ^2* The Congo had its first
priest in 1892. Between 1840 and 1924 all the Spiritan missions in Africa
together succeeded in producing a total of only thirty-seven

Among the

reasons for the very unimpressive ratio one

priests.**^

may name

the

severe handicap of clerical celibacy, the powerful attraction of a lucrative
position for ex-seminarians,

who were

among the few Africans with
who objected to losing the
high death rate among semina-

then

a higher education, the opposition of parents,

income their son could provide, and the
rians and young priests (often from tuberculosis), which impressed parents as if a curse was attached to becoming a priest.
To these should be added the instability of personnel: seven bishops
succeeded one another in twenty-four years after Kobes as a result of
death, and illness forced numerous changes in the teaching staffs of the
seminaries. Moreover, many missionaries hated the drudgery of becoming "schoolmasters" even in a seminary and pined for assignment to the
bush country. Another contributing cause was carelessness int he selection of candidates for admission as seminarians and insufficient attention
to foster their vocation once they had been admitted. Experts will undoubtedly think of

many

other reasons to explain the lack of success in

those early years. ^^
The turning point in the bleak outlook was reached only in the 1930s.

The statistics of 1935-36, for instance, show that although the number of
African priests was still small (only 32 for the 21 Spiritan vicariates and
prefectures on the continent), there were 130 senior seminarians. Then
became more rapid, and in 1960 the figures showed
more than 330 African priests and nearly 300 seminarians preparing
themselves for ordination. In parts of Cameroons and Tanzania Africans

the development

constituted one third to one half of the clergy. (By 1967 there would be

about 410 priests and 500 senior seminarians).^*'
Bathurst — formerly known as Albreda and now as Banjul — in 1829 from a French father
and a Peul mother, he studied at Holy Ghost Seminary in Paris, was ordained in Goree in
1852, and became a novice in 1855. In 1859 he was rector of the Dakar seminary. He died
after many years of fruitful labor in 1900.
'^*The first priest in Gabon was Father Andrew Raponda Walker, who was still active sixty
years later. '*^ For the sake of comparison, we reproduce here the figures of the White
Fathers' Uganda mission: between 1878 and 1913 only two out of 160 candidates reached the
altar.
*^F.

Morvan, "Le Fere Guillaume Jouga, Spirilam," Spi lit us, no.

see B.G., 21, 64 ff.; N.D., 13, App., 59.
^^Spintm, no. 8, 276 ff.
*8C.A., 1923-24; Engel, 278 ff.; B.G., 17, 432

no. 8, 277
""C.A., 1935-36; C.A., 1959-61; E.P., 33.
««Dugon,flrt.n7., 97

f.; Spintii.<..

f.;

8,

f.

R.H.M.,

13,

540

ff.

229

ff.

For footnote
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Although this demonstrated an encouraging growth, Africa still had a
long way to go before its priests would be numerically sufficient in an
ecclesial context in which everything was centered around the clerical
state. The 1960 figures amounted to only one African priest per 17,000
Catholics — a ratio that, despite the increasing vocations, did not even
keep up with the growth of Church membership. Just to reach the "normal" rate of one priest per thousand of Catholics, an additional 5,300
priests would have been needed to take care of these Catholics, to say
nothing of further evangelization of the continent. Foreign missionaries
in the Spiritan territories amounted to more than 2,100 at that time, but
could not be counted on to remain always available.
Bishops. From 1939 on, as we have seen, the Holy See began to raise
Africans to the rank of bishop. The first of these in 'Trench" Africa, Paul

open air ceremony at the Spiritan mission of
crowd of 70,000 people, who had come to witness this
solemn moment in Church history. Three months later, in a similar
ceremony, held on the campus of Libermann College at Duala, Cardinal
Tisserant conferred the episcopal consecration on Thomas Mongo before
Etoga, was consecrated in an

Yaunde before

a

Two years later, the apostolic delegate Archbishop James Knox imposed his hands on John C. Anyogu in Onitsha,
Nigeria. In the same year. His Excellency Thomas Mongo became the
resident Bishop of Duala to guide and preside over the local Church.
Thereafter, at an accelerated rate, Africans began to occupy archepiscopal and episcopal sees in most parts of their continent. ^^
In Libermann's words, the goal of a "native hierarchy" needed for "a
canonically established Church" had been attained. The remaining weak
factor in this picture was the insufficient number of African priests,
already mentioned.
a congregation of 50,000.

8.

Mission and Colonialism

Precolonial Period

When Libermann's priests landed in West Africa in 1842, there were
only isolated European trading posts and naval stations on or near the
coast. The same was true in East Africa, when the Spiritans began to work
new mission in 1862. This situation lasted more or less till
when the scramble for colonies began in earnest; in many
took even longer before a colonial power gained effective control.

there in their

the early 1880s
areas

it

During

period the Fathers addressed themselves to the
or sultans for permission to establish missions and for

this precolonial

local kings, chiefs

3'B.G., 44, 256, 325; 45, 119, 150.
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There were exceptions, or course, but on the whole the
them cordially and gave them many signs of
friendship. Examples that come spontaneously to mind are those of King
Denis in Gabon, Chief Idigo in Nigeria and the Sultan of Zanzibar, but
protection.*^*

local authorities received

many

others could be added. ^'^
In this precolonial period the missionaries favorably

compared the

indigenous morality with that of the merchants and other Europeans in
the trading posts and naval stations. "The laws of morality are certainly
more respected in Dakar than in [French-occupied] Goree," wrote Bishop
Truffet in 1847, and "Dakar's Negroes have more good sense than our
proud Europeans think"; King Eliman "undoubtedly has a much better
understanding of freedom of conscience than do our legal experts and
magistrates in France." Truffet also objected to the distortions and exaggerations about Africa's people which embellished the stories written by
young missionaries for popular magazines. Other priests reacted to unfounded accusations of cannibalism.*"** Obviously, these early missionaries did not view the Africans through rose-colored glasses as innocent lambs, but they found much to admire. A substantial portion,
moreover, of the moral evil they saw, they ascribed to the corrupting
influence of European traders, soldiers, deported criminals and other
"rascals" who were descending on the coast. ^*'^

The Scramble for Colonies

Thus

it

should not surprise us that

many missionaries viewed the arrival

of colonizing powers with the same kind of mixed feelings as the Africans
themselves. The colonizers justified their entrance on the African scene

by high-sounding humanitarian motives, such as bringing
abolishing slavery,

human

sacrifices

and endless

civilization,

tribal warfare.*^*

Be-

'^*During this period the Spiritans opened missions in areas now covered by Senegal,
Gambia, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Nigeria, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Congo, Zaire,
Angola, Namibia and Tanzania.
'^*To the best of my knowledge, out of the thousands of Spiritan missionaries in Africa
not one ended up in the cannibalistic cooking pot so dear to the popular magazines. Until
independence came in the 1950s and 1960s, only a few were killed, but the reason usually was
that they got caught in tribal warfare or invasions.
'^*There were numerous little wars and brutal invasions by tribes in search of living space,
as there had been in Europe — from the Huns, the Vikings and the Norsemen down to their
later equivalents. The extent of African indigenous warfare, however, should not be exaggerated The 1 891 report of the Bihe mission indicates that fourteen year old traders travelled
routinely from near the west coast of Angola to the borders of Tanganyika Lake in the
East — a distance of about 1,200 miles (1,900 km.) "as the crow flies" and, one would venture
.

to guess, twice as

long along jungle tracks. ^^

»'''See e.g., N.D., 7, 459 ff.; 9, 450 f.; B.G., 11, 363
^'f'N.D., 9, 451 (Bishop Truffet on A. P.P., 19, 115

»2B.G., 16,622.

ff.,

ff.);

732

649 ff., 735
434 f.

ff.; 13,

B.G.,

11,

f.;

22, 106.
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cause most of Europe was still officially Christian in one way or another,
these motives were often clothed in religious garments. Many people

undoubtedly repeated them

in all sincerity.

did not take very long, however, before those high motives, if they
were not mere "window dressing," were overtaken — unless they had been
It

preceded — by commercial, economic and

materials for industry, markets for

quickly gained the

political greed.

upperhand over any

privileged indigenous populations.^^

Securing raw

commerce and empire building

The

desire to develop under-

missionaries expressed their

dismay over what they saw as widespread corruption through guns, gin
and greed. The Africans feared taxes, forced labor and other forms of
oppression, even though they were fascinated by the things the white man
had to offer.

What attitude

did the missionaries take with respect to the colonization

cannot be denied that a number of Spiritans got caught up in
the wave of enthusiasm for bringing "civilization" to the continent.
of Africa?

It

Libermann had warned them not to become political agents for a particunation and to limit the civilizing aspect of their work to the dissemination of knowledge, skills and crafts, the fostering of moral and civic
virtues, and the free decision to work for the common good of their
fellowmen. Many, however, could see civilization only as the way things
were done in their home country. Frenchmen in particular are the object
of this reproach — one reason being that they constituted the most numerous and most visible contingent of missionaries in the transition period to
lar

the colonial status.

We

need not blame the Spiritans who secured the French reconquest of
And we can absolve Bishop Bessieux from
complicity in preventing France from abandoning Gabon after the
Franco-Prussian War. For these stories have been exposed as "pious"
legends. ^"^ Another story says that, ten years after the arrival of Libermann's priests in Dakar, their presence there drew the attention of the
French government to the possibility of building a large harbor and thus
securing a colony there. ^^ This story also has all the appearances of
deserving a closer look at its truth. After all, the French navy had had a
base close by on the off-shore island of Goree for many decades; any alert
commander would have noticed Dakar's possibilities. Moreover, the
priests there had been so anxious not to appear as government agents that
at one time they had even severed all relations with the French navy.
St.

Louis, Senegal, in 1779.

^^D. Goyi, Les Missions catholiques

Bordeaux, 1969

(diss.),

et

revolution sociale du Congo-Brazzaville de

1880

a 1930,

223.

*N.D., 21 and Ko(\\xe?,,Le Pionnier du Gabon, 243 f.; for their
80-84; O. Gollnhofer, B. Noel et R.
Glicourt
Sillains, "L'Historicite des paroles attribuees au premier eveque du Gabon a propos du
maintien du comptoir entre 1871 et 1873." Revue fratic^aise d'Histoire d'Outre-Mer. 1972,
611-644 (summary in B.C., 54 (1972-73), 271).
85M.C., 1, 126.
'•For the "legends" see,

e.g.,

exposure see Lintingre, Voyages du Sieurde

.

.

.
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share Dr Engel's dissatisfaction with the Spiritans in
when in 1863 they allowed an officer to visit their

Ngasobil, Senegal,

residence with 150 soldiers to "demonstrate most emphatically that he
was interested in the mission and would, if necessary, support and protect
it

by force of arms" against attackers. After

all,

the local chief had limited

the mission to flimsy structures, specifying that they should not be bullet
proof.

The

contribution to security of

offered by the officer's brief

life

was justifiably welcome, given the precarious local conditions. ^^
We should not even reproach Bishop Augouard for lending the mission
steamer L^o XIII to a French expeditionary force when it set out to crush
the power of Rabah in the Lake Chad region. For this Sudanese invader
had fled there with his army after the fall of Khartoum and for fifteen
long years had terrorized the local people by a reign of plunder, slave
drives and mass murder. Collaboration in the defeat of this outlaw can
visit

hardly be described as reprehensible nationalism.^^
Unfortunately, even when these and similar occurrences are explained
away, there remain other non-excusable facts. Augouard, for example,
zealously collaborated with Brazza in the conquest of Africa.

Goyau expressed

it,

the other. Bishop

"with the crucifix in one

Augouard conquered
and

hand and

As George

the national flag in

a territory three times as big as

for France." He persuaded the
of Loango, Pointe-Noire and Cabinda to accept the French
protectorate over their domains; and if it had not been for the unwillingness of Captain Cordier, Brazza's lieutenant, to confirm the treaties
concluded by this Spiritan priest, nearly the whole coast from Gabon to
the Congo River would have become French-controlled territory. ^^

the mother country for civilization

local kings

In an

openly:

unguarded moment during a speech he even went so far as to say
"Some people have accused me of being more of a Frenchman

than a missionary.

They did

not realize that this was the most beautiful

compliment they could have paid me."^^
Undue nationalism was not a common

fault

among French

Spiritan

missionaries, although they naturally preferred to deal with France

European nation in Africa. When East Africa
became the object of conflicting British, German and French interests and
the Fathers were urged around 1885 to choose sides, they promptly
rather than any other

"«Engel, 151; B.G., 3, 319* (no. 26).

"G. BesWer, L'Apbtre du Congo,

Paris, 1946, 152 ff.

Goyau, Mgr. Augouard, Paris, 1926, 121; J. de Witte, Mgr. Augouard, Paris, 1924, 23 f.;
Storme, 570 ff.; A. da Silva Rego,Cwr.so di Misswnologia Lisbon, 1956, 301 f. Special studies of
Augouard's political activities: F. Schwager, "Katholische Missionstaetigkeit und nationale
Propaganda," Zeilschnft fuer Missionswtssenschaft 1916, 109-134;
J. Schmidlin, "Zum Imperiaiismus der franzoesische Missionare," ibid., 1929, 247-250; A. Perbal, "Le nationalisme
de Mgr Augouard," R.H.M., 15, 385-407 and Les missionnaires franqais et le nationalisme Paris,
""G.

,

,

,

1939, 58 f.
"^Revue du Foyer. 1912, no. 4, p. 29.
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declared that "they abstained completely from becoming involved in
political issues and restricted themselves exclusively to religious matters."
They were so anxious to remain neutral that, when the colonial powers
divided East Africa among themselves, the priests even refused to act as

informants and translators for the British-French-German boundary
commission on the Sultan of Zanzibar's dominion over the coastal area.'""
The Germans who eventually took over the Sultan's domain, acknowledged the sincerity of their neutral attitude. As their Society for the
Exploration of East Africa reported:

The French
mained

mission of the Congregation of the Holy Ghost

.

.

.

has re-

well-known purpose, not only in theory but also in
practice. As a matter of principle, [the Congregation] eliminates political
designs from its missions, and only rarely has it become involved in them.
Without sounding the trumpet but with unflagging zeal, these missionaries
devote themselves to the promotion of the Christian spirit and the benefits
of our civilization among the black population.'"'
faithful to

When Arab

its

traders and chiefs in the coastal zone rebelled against the

German overlordship in 1888 under the leadership of Bushiri bin Salim
and Bwana Heri, Father "Etienne" Baur, the superior of the Bagamoyo
mission, maintained

its

and remained on friendly terms with

neutrality

the two conflicting parties.

He

steadfastly refused to supply information

abouttherebels — or "freedom fighters" — to the German forces. ^^* "What
a pity! Yet, how fitting and decent — wholly in keeping with the character
of this marvellous man!" exclaimed the disappointed but admiring Com-

mander Hermann von Wismann.'**^
It was a sane attitude. ^^* "Any false

step

on our part could have grave

16* Having suffered severe reverses, Bushiri wrongly thought that he had been betrayed
by Father Baur.'"^ In a recent work H. Niesel claims that Baur warned the Germans of an
impending Arab attack.'"^ However, F. Versteijnen, in an examination of all German letters
and papers int he Bagamoyo mission archives of the period, could not find any confirmation
of such an indiscretion on the part of Father Baur.'"*
'^*The same discretion was not observed, it seems, by Brother Oscar Schwedding. He
informed, it is said, the German officers of impending attacks: "Look out! The rascals are
coming tomorrow morning at ten o'clock."'"^ And in 1889 when Bwana Heri sent a nasty

'""B.G., 14, 609; Versteijnen, op. «<., 23 (cites Baur's letter to the

Lemaire of 23 mai 1886); N. Bennett, o/?.n7. 68
,

(cites

French Commissioner

Baur's letter to Kitchener of same date).

'"'B.G.. 14,611.

'"^For the mission's story of what had happened see B.G., 15, 677 ff.
'"^HansJ. N\ese\,Kolonialvenvaltung und Missionen in Deutsch Ostrafrika 1890-1914 Berlin,
1971 (diss.). His work has a special chapter: Das Verhaltender Spiritaner im Araberaufstand,
pp. 92 ff. Niesel's assertion is based on a document in the Geheimes Preuszisches Staatsarchiv,
,

5360 n,

132.

'""Personal

communication

to the author.

'"^Quoted by Versteijnen, op. ciV., 25.
'"•^See R. Schmidt, Geschichte des Arahemufstandes

in Ost-Afrika, Frankfurt a.o., 1892, 31 (no
source given); F. MiiWer, Deutschland, Zanzibar, Ostajrika, Berlin, 1959, 436 (gives archival
reference to field dispatch).
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consequences," one of the priests wrote to the Superior General: "The
French consul is watching us with lynx' eyes, the Sultan is suspicious, the
British are disturbed, the Germans perplexed, the coastal chiefs in revolt,
and the inland people assume an attitude of 'wait and see.' " Meanwhile
the mission took care of from four to seven thousand homeless and
hungry refugees who had fled to the safety of its buildings and

grounds. ^"^

Angola in West Africa offered another example of neutrality in colonial
rivalries. Relatively powerless but very proud of its national heritage,
Portugal tended to regard foreign missionaries with deep suspicion.
However, after the initial stage during which the extent of its longneglected domain over Angola was the subject of claims and counterclaims, Portugal freely allowed hundreds of French, Dutch and other
foreign Spiritans to work in Angola and its Congo enclave. ^^* Their work
there did not give rise to any reasonable apprehension about the political
danger their presence could raise for Portugal — at least not as long as the
whole notion of colonies remained largely unquestioned.*^"
The Colonial Era

During the colonial era the missions often acted as a safeguard against
excesses committed by trading companies or government soldiers and the
greed of white setders. They gained the respect and trust of the people,
who viewed them as "symbosl of justice, progress, hope.""""* The priests
did not hesitate to expose misuses of power. For example, they induced
the Portuguese government to act against the theft of cattle and other
goods from the indigenous population by white settlers in Huila and
Bihe. They vigorously protested in Ubangi when in 1906 French officials,
in lieu of taxes, began to round up all able-bodied men and women to
work in labor gangs for nine months a year to gather caoutchouc and
thereby caused widespread famine — a protest which made officials even
try to exclude them from certain areas for their "political activities" (read:
letter threatening to destroy the inland mission of Mhonda, its superior, Father Machon,
dispatched two messengers to Baron von Gravenreuth, then at Morogoro, asking for
protection. The message enabled the baron to figure out the location of Heri's hide-out and
destroy his stronghold.'"'
'**In connection with the partition of Africa by the colonizing powers, the Portuguese
bishop da Silva of Mozambique arrived in Zanzibar in 1885 to claim jurisdiction over all of
East Africa. He based his claim on a papal bull dating from 1612. While rejecting his claim,
the Holy Ghost Fathers allowed him to visit Bagamoyo and Mandera.""*

'"'B.G., 15,

722

f.;

Cf. MiiWer,

op.cit.,

""*A. Schaeffer, Correspondance de

.

.

.

450.
Simonis,

I,

333

f.:

Emonet

a Simonis,

undated

(Jan.

1889); B.G., 15,676,711.
'"'E.G., 13,956.

""A. Brasio,"A'Politica'do Padre Duparquet no Sul de Ango\a." Portugal em Africa 1946,
ff.; da Silva Rego, op.cit., 302 ff.
""'Isichei, o/?.f/7. 167; J. Nyerere in W. Biihlmann, The Missions on Trial, 149.
,

168

,
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for disclosing to the world

how

savagely the militia proceeded in assembl-

ing labor gangs).' ^""^

Even Bishop Augouard was far from subservient to the government
where the welfare of the African people was concerned. His fearless
denunciations of his country's oppressive policies caused Antonetti, the

Governor of Equatorial Africa, to remark at the unveiling of the bishop's
statue in Brazzaville that he had been "an avowed enemy of the government. "^'^

Many priests realized

that

it

was useless to preach that

all

human beings

are equally God's beloved sons and daughters and that in his kingdom no
one is black or white if this equality did not begin to find expression here
in conditions which enable all of God's children to attain an
honest material well-being. They deserve credit, says Goyi, for being the
first to take action with respect to the social problem in the Congo and for
drawing the government's attention to this neglected area of its responsibility. They fostered this notion of social responsibility in their schools;
even when they opened a special "school for nobles" in Landana (Congo)
for the sons of kings and major chiefs, they insisted that these boys also
should learn the value of work and made them perform manual labor.' '^
On the other hand, it must be admitted that many missionaries during
the colonial era failed to observe Father Libermann's passionate plea to
assume toward the Africans the attitude that servants should have toward

on earth

their masters. All too often they shared the white colonialist's prejudices.

They showed
airs

a certain disdain for "the natives," displayed paternalistic

of superiority and

little

or no openness to true dialogue. With respect
many viewed the

to the Africans' increasing desire for self-rule also,

granting of independence as premature and had difficulty accepting it
when it became an accomplished fact. Their behavior showed how difficult it is, even for people of unquestionably high motivation, to escape
the fetters of firmly established views that are dominant in their era and

environment.

With respect to indigenous culture and customs, too, the warnings of
Libermann — and of other founders of mission societies — as well as those
of the Holy See were often disregarded. The European priests were
"much more guided and influenced by the cultural ideas of their era than
by the gospel." In this "they were children of their age,''^ who viewed
their own country or Europe as "the chosen continent, the chosen nation
of God,""^ destined to disseminate its culture in "the Dark Continent."
""''

B.C., 15, 644

t.;

16,

621;

P.

Daigre. Ouhangui-Chan Issoudun, 3rd ed., (1950), 131
,

fT.,

181

f.

'"Chanoine Augouard,

Lettres de

Mgr. Augouard,

vol.

4 (44 ann'ees au Congo), Poitiers

(1934), 429 (Governor's speech).
'''D. Goyi, op.cit., 28,223, B.G., 11,470.

"^L. Laverdiere, L'Image dumissionaire dans la
1979, vol. 2,421 f. (diss.)
"^Isichei, op.cit., 192 (quoting Bishop
1922, 17).
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so divergent

from their own, they often rushed to the conclusion that these people did
not have any culture worthy of the name and therefore should take over
that of the colonizing power. The accusation is largely true and deserves
an acknowledgment of guilt and a begging for forgiveness "for they did

know what they were doing."
may be useful, however, to add a few remarks to thisjudgment. When
during World War I and its aftermath large numbers of Europeans for the
not

It

time encountered Americans, they quickly concluded: "Yankees have
no culture." They did not realize that they should have said: "Yankees do
not have our culture." This European reaction was a manifestation of a
well-known phenomenon. Virtually every nation on earth looks upon its
own culture as superior to that of others. For the ancient Greeks any

first

foreigner was a "barbarian"; for a

Frenchman his own cultural superiority

is so obvious that he pities anyone who has the misfortune of not being
French. And if an Englishman in a comparison of French and English
cultures would gallantly admit that if he were not an Englishmen, he
would like to be a Frenchman, his interlocutor might be tempted to reply:
"If I were not a Frenchman, I would wish to be one." Even within a single
nation one region often looks down upon the others as culturally inferior.

Moreover, to give a "divine" guarantee to its own superiority, a nation is
tempted to imitate the ancient Hebrews and view itself as "God's chosen
people." For Americans the States are "God's own country"; Brazilians
claim: "God is a Brazilian"; Mexicans apply to themselves the scriptural
words: God "has not acted in this way toward every nation"; and the
French speak of "God's deeds through the French." Without bringing
God into the picture, the Irish speak admiringly of a certain people as "the
Irish of Africa"; the Germans view their country as "the land of thinkers
and poets" par excellence; among the ancient Romans, Saint Augustine
could view the sack of Rome by barbarians in the year 410 only as a sign
that the end of the world was imminent; and in Russia scientific Marxism
has become inextricably interwoven with the old Russian dream of world
domination.
All this shows that it is very difficult for anyone not only to incarnate
himself into any other culture, but even to accept that another culture may
be just as good as his own. Thus it is not surprising that at a time when
African cultures had few spokesmen of their own, many missionaries
succumbed to narrowminded nationalism and failed to render justice to
the cultures of African peoples.

In spite of

preserved, as

all this,

much of

we have

Africa's culture was recorded

and thus

seen, by the past generations of missionaries.

Moreover, the resilience that is proper to any living culture has prevented
African culture from perishing. A dynamic culture does not vanish but
grows and develops through its contact with others.
Concluding this retrospective chapter, one may say that light and
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darkness intermingled in the Spiritans' evangelization of Africa, as they
did in that of other missionary societies there. Clear visions of daring
initiators often went unheeded or were clumsily executed. Unflinching
dedication to Africa's peoples and selfless sacrifice went hand in hand
with narrowmindedness and disregard of these very Africans. Those who
had gone in all sincerity to serve often ended by acting as maters. ^^* Yet to
quote a Portuguese proverb: "God writes straight with crooked lines."
Would Christian Africa have come into being without the many missionaries who gave their lives to execute Christ's mandate to go and teach
all nations there, the many mistakes they made in their labor notwithstanding?
From the very start, the guiding spirits behind the missionary movement in Africa that began in the nineteenth century recognized that the
continent's evangelization would have to be taken over one day by the
Africans themselves. Modifying the words of John the Baptist, did they
not say: "They must increase; we must decrease"? The full incarnation of
the gospel in Africa's peoples and their cultures is the task which Africans
themselves will have to accomplish in communion and dialogue with the
universal Church.
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from 1900 to 1914 the personnel index of the CongregaGeneral listed African diocesan priests as "native auxiliary clergy."

interesting to note that
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